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More federal cuts would hurt
most MSU students, McDougal
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By Duane Spurlock
Continuing the trend of proposed federal cuts "will be financially
devastating to the majority of our
student body," according to Murray State University student
financial aid director Johnny
McDougal.
"The impact of earlier program
cuts for student awards in 1982-83
is significant," McDougal stated,
but proposed 1983-84 funding
levels would "severely slash five
aid programs." They are the Pell
Grant, Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant, National
Direct Student Loan, Federal
Work-Study and Guaranteed Student Loan.
If approved by Congress, the
estimated number of student
awards for those five programs
would be cut from 6,450 for 1981-82
to 3,505 for 198344.
"In addition, the federal cornmitment to the State Student Incentive Grant program is beng
eliminated in the fiscal year 1983
budget. This program provides
seed money for states to make
grants available to. students,"
McDougal said. "Social security benefits are being phased out for college students
over a four-year period. Graduate

students will be denied access to
The state is making efforts to
the Guaranteed Student Loan pro- keep avenues to financial aid open
gram effective April 1, if ( Presi- for students, but "it won't be able
dent Ronald Reagan) gets his re- to bridge the gap."
quest approved. There are apMcDougal said his office is enproximately 450 graduate couraging students to apply for
students at Murray State receiv- needed aid as it always has. The
ing these loans."
filing deadline is April 1.
The director said 50 percent of However, the entire cycle is being
Murray's full-time students delayed because of the decision
receive federal aid through loans, process taking place in
grants or student employment.
Washington D.C.
The Reagan proposals for stu"It will be later than usual
dent aid may change with con- before students know how much
sideration by Congress, "but their aid they will receive, if they get
direction is clear. The depth of the any at all."
cutbacks go far beyond the fair
Higher education's reactions to
share higher education agreed to the proposals are based on the
shoulder as a reasonable contribu- premise students need assistance
tion to the President's economic to attend college and colleges need
recovery program.
students to maintain operations.
"Other human services pro"It may appear politically expegrams received cuts in the 4 per- dient to agree to these cuts as a
cent range. Higher education took means of reducing the budget
an 8-12 percent slash at the first deficit. However, we should also
cut.
consider the long range effects.
"It is obvious the administra- On a national level, student aid
tion places little priority on the can be viewed as a tool for trainneeds of students."
ing scientific and technical
McDougal said the reductions researchers Who are needed to
need to be handled in the perspec- bolster the economy, enhance the
tive of what the programs are try- nation's productivity and support
ing to do. The burden being placed
a national defense program that
on students and their families is increasingly relies on advanced
sizable and significant.
academic training programs."

Legislature friendly on past actions
initiated by governor,administration

4

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. API — The
administration of Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. has found the Kentucky
legislature friendly to a point on
two of its previous actions.
On 'Wednesday, the House approved a Senate bill which confirmed the governor's appointments many months ago of the
three members of the state Public
Service Commission.
Meanwhile, the Senate approved the Transportation Department's recent controversial
reorganization of its management
personnel.
Brown recreated the PSC the
last interim between sessions
despite the 1980 legislature's
refusal to pass such a law.
Legislators have complained,
but the assembly is implementing
the executive order into law. Its
approval of Brown's nominees
Wednesday indicated there would
be no fight on this issue.
However, the House amended
the bill to provide for an interim
committee's approval of future
appointments to the PSC if made
when the legislators are not in session. That adjustment sent the bill
back to the Senate.
Meantime, the Senate approved
and sent to the House the governor's reorganization of the
transportation agency.
The major issue was Secretary
Frank Metts' installation of
managers to head the 12 highway

districts rather than professional
engineers, although some
managers have engineer
backgrounds.
There was little debate, but
Senate President Pro Tern Jae
Prather, D-Vine Grove, assured
colleagues that work was continuing on a measure that would
restrict gubernatorial reorganizations between sessions.
A third reorganization squabble
involves Brown's taking over of
certain functions of the state
Agriculture Department, a constitutional office, and an _administration bill to implement
that executive order may come up
in a committee later this week.
As Brown prepared his State of
the Commonwealth speech for
Thursday afternoon, an address
expected to deal with possible new
state revenue sources, one
previous plan was shelved.
State fiscal officials held a news
conference to announce that the
administration probably will not
propose a business activities tax
during the current session.
'Such a levy first was suggested
in January. It would be charged
on good and Services sold in Kentucky by companies both in and
out of the state. The tax would be
computed as a percentage of a
company's gross receipts.
Commerce Secretary Bruce
Lunsford said that because of time
limits, he doubts the proposal will

EDUCATORS VISIT — Both area school superintendents recently
spent a day in Frankfort and attended a session of the Ketucky
m rui .kgmembly. With First District Senator Greg Higdon are

be submitted to the General
Assembly in the final weeks.
A House Education Committee
agreed to vote next week on a bill
which would force the universities
of Kentucky and Louisville to play
each other in basketball and football. It would become the first
order of business next Wednesday.

with his French horn as he waited for a
LITTLE BOY BLEW — Mark Galloway, 12, got in some practice
at Murray Middle School.
student
grade
sixth
a
is
Mark
ride after school Wednesday afternoon.
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock

Petroleum glut causes price reduction;
imports hitlowestlevelin seven years

By STEVEN P. ROSENFELD
AP Business Writer
Crude-oil imports to the United
Under a proposal outlined by
States have dipped to a seven-year
legislative leaders, a $14 million
low, both a sign and a cause of the
mines and minerals school would
worldwide petroleum glut that has
be constructed at the University of
led to recent price cutting by oilKentucky.
producing nations.
House Speaker Bobby RichardImports fell to 2.7 million barson, D-Glasgow, and Prather said
rels daily in the week ended Feb.
the mineraLS Industry has agreed
26, down from 3.5 million the
with a plan to set aside certain inprevious week and 5.1 million in a
creased permit fees to help. A
similar viceek a year ago, the
bond issue will finance the
American Petroleum Institute
buiLding.
reported Wednesday. It was the
Although Kentucky is the na- lowest level of crude-oil imports
tion's leading coal producer, it since the week ending April 11,
does not have an accredited min- 1975, according to the industry
ing school.
group.
Meanwhile Sheik Mana Said
The administration withdrew
oil minister of the United
Oteiba,
one of its more controversial proand president of
Emirates
Arab
posals — to allow counties to imthe Organization of Petroleum Expose extra property taxes without
porting Countries, was quoted as
voter approval for financing
saying OPEC would meet soon to
poor.
health care For the
discuss ways of reversing the reBrown, at a news conference cent decline in oil prices.
with Louisville and Jefferson
Oteiba, quoted by the Gulf news
County officials, said that instead agency in the emirates capital 'al.
the local governments have Abu Dhabi, did not say when or
agreed to keep financing Universi- where a meeting would be held but
ty Hospital and the state has said most OPEC members have
agreed to give them some extra
agreed to attend a "consultative
money under a new formula.
meeting."

Calloway County School Superintendent Dr Jack Rose, left, and
Murray Independent School Superintendent Robert G. Jeffrey at
right.

Egypt and Great Britain,
neither of them OPEC members,
have recently undercut OPEC's
oil prices. With consumption of oil
in industrial countries down 5 to 7
percent in the last year, according
to a recent survey, non-OPEC
countries with lower prices have
had .an easier time _selling what
they produce.
However, Saudi Arabia,
OPEC's largest member,
reportedly opposes such a
meeting. Oil industry analysts say
the Saudis do not want to cut their
production unless other members
agree not to raise theirs.
The worldwide oversupply of oil
has contributed to lower prices for
consumers at the gasoline pumps.
The average retail price of
gasoline in the United States has
fallen to about $1.29 a gallon, down
about 9 cents over the past year,
according to Lunderg Survey Inc.,
a gasoline marketing research
firm.
._ But the glut has taken its toll ow-Wall Street. Declining energy
issues led a broad retreat in stock
pricet Wednesday.The Dow Jones.

average of 30 industrial stocks fell
10.66 points to close at 815.16,
while two stocks fell in price for
every stock that rose on the New
York Stock Exchange.
Analysts say it is unlikely oversupplies of oil will be reduced until
industrialized nations recover
from recession.
Meanwhile, an influential
business group said President
Reagan's budget deficits are
unacceptably large and recommended that Congress reduce
President Reagan's proposed
military buildup, The New York
Times reported today.
The Business Roundtable,
which met in New York Tuesday,
also decided to support a deferral
of the planned 10 percent tax cut
for individuals in 1983, The Times
said.
The Commerce Departmcnt
reported Wednesday that U.S. factory orders for new goods fell 1.2
percent in January after declining
_11.3 percent in December. Earlier,
the department had reported a 0.2
percent rise in December factory
orders.

Republicans stay with efforts
to revise unpopular budget
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1AP) — Top
Senate Republicans said Wednesday they won't abandon efforts to
revise President Reagan's unpopular budget, despite a fresh
--presidential attack on his critics.
Reagan, meanwhile, sent word
that he wasn't referring to
Republicans on Tuesday when he
denounced "born again budget
balancers" and legislators out to
save their "political hides" instead of the economy.
"I wasn't talking about us,"
Reagan reportedly assured
Senate Republican Leader
Howard Baker in a telephone call
he made from Los Angeles.
"Baker said he was glad to hear
that," said an aide, who said
Reagan did not tell Baker whom
he had in mind when he made the
charges.
Baker as well as several prominent Republicans and Democrats
in Congress have proposed major
changes in Reagan's budget, including higher taxes and lower
spending for defense.
Earlier, Baker told reporters
the president is standirg by his

beleagured budget -and I understand.But Baker added he hopes to
have a "set of options available"
by the end of the week, perhaps
for discussion with the president.

cold tonight
Windy with thunderstorms
today. Highs near 60 but turning colder this afternoon.
Cloudy, windy and cold tonight
with lows in the mid 30s. Mostly
cloudy and continued cold Friday. Highs around 40.
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House refuses to concur with Senate
on penalities for growing marijuana

4

MARCHING AWAY- Murray High School color guard will be among groups participating in the Western
Kentucky Color Guard Championship Saturday. The Nocturnes are pictured during the Murray High-Fulton
basketball game in February.
Photo by Carter Studio

Area color guards set to compete
in first west Kentucky championship
Color guards from Kentucky
and Tennessee are scheduled to
compete in the first Western Kentucky Color Guard Championship
this weekend.

ington; Milan High School, Milan,
Tenn.; Northeast High School,
Clarksville, Tenn.; Henry County
High School, Paris, Tenn.

combines intricate marching
mavuevers with equiment work.
The competition will be judged
by a panel of five judges in areas
of marching execution, equipment
proficiency, timing and penalties
and general effect.
Tickets for the contest are
available through Murray Band
Boosters for a $2 donation in advance. Proceeds from the event
will be used by the sponsors to
support Murray's band program.

Also included in the competition
are individual solos and duets for
top trophy honors. A color guard
consists of flags and rifles that
serve as auxilary units to marching bands. The guards perfom
to a variety of musical styles during a seven-minute routine that

The event, sponsored by Murray
Band Boosters, will begin at 1
Saturday afternoon in Murray
High School gymnasium. Murray
High School's Nocturnes will compete along with the following:
Tates Crmek High School, Lex.

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
bill to provide stiffer penalties for
growing marijuana for sale has
run into trouble in the state House
of Representatives, which
originally passed the measure ea-o
last month.
The House Wednesday voted 4239 against concurring in an
amendment the Senate attached
to House Bill 26.
The amendment would provide
that the owner or occupant of the
land where marijuana is found
growing would be exempt from
the law unless it is proven he knew
the marijuana was being grown.
Several representatives said
that would effectively gut the bill.
Rep. Raymond Overstreet, RLiberty, said that passage of the
amended bill would mean "we will
go away from here with no effective legislation against the growing of marijuana."
The bill would make it a felony
to grow 25 or more plants of marijuana, with the presumption that
that amount of marijuana was being grown to be sold.
The bill now goes back to the
Senate, which will decide if it
wants to recede from the amendment.
In other action Wednesday, the
House passed a bill to give surface
owners benefits from minerals
mined on their property when the
owner of the mineral rights cannot
be found.
The bill would require that when

Technicians begin 'gassing up'shuttle
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
- Launch pad technicians today
began pumping two toxic, highly
combustible maneuvering propellants into space shuttle Columbia, which blasts off on its third
space mission later this month.
The fueling began at 8 a.m.,
eight hours behind schedule, but
there were "no problems" about
the delay, according to Rocky
Raab,spokesman for the Kennedy
Space Center. "They just revised
the schedule a little bit because

pellants, which power the rockets
that guide the space ship in flight,
is one of the most critical preflight preparations, NASA
spokesmen said.
The tedious process is carried
out by crews of about 15 men
dressed in special suits and
helmets to protect them against
the highly toxic monomethyl
hydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide
compounds. The rest of the launch
site workers are cleared from the
area.

preparations took a little longer
than planned."
It was the second postponement
today. The start of the five-day
fueling operation first had been
set for about midnight, then for 5
a.m.
The delays were not expected to
cause any difficulties because
plans for the start of the third mission, on March 22, include several
extra days for unforseen schedule
changes.
The loading of the volatile pro-
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The propellants are loaded into
the orbiter maneuvering system,
which is used to guide the craft into and out of orbit, and in the reaction control system, used to control the shuttle's pitch and yaw
movements.
Late in the process, some
hydrazine also is loaded into the
orbiter's auxiliary power units
and the hydraulic power units in
the twin rocket boosters.
A spill of nitrogen tetroxide,
which ignites upon contact with
hydrazine to create the propellant
force, caused a delay of about a
month in the shuttle's second mission last fall.
Some of the nitrogen tetroxide
spilled onto Columbia's thermal
tiles near the cockpit and corroded their bonding material. The accident resulted in the replacement
of 379 of the heat-protective tiles.
Officials say a number of
safeguards have been developed
for this operation to prevent
another accident.
"We have changed some of the
procedures involved, including
replacement of valves and the use
of a better grade of oxidizer," said
spokesman Mark Hess of the Kennedy Space Center.

Southern
States

MSU Theatre will open the second half of its studio production
season with Endgame by Samuel
Beckett and No Exit by Jean-Paul
Sartre on March 18, in the Robert
E. Johnson Theatre at 8 p.m.
Other studio productions slated
for this season are: Still Birth and
The Marriage Proposal, April 12,
A Midsummer Nights Dream,
April 17; and Riders to the Sea,
American Dream and Zoo Story,
April 26.
Endgame will be directed by
Vickie Campbell-Huff. The final
stage in chess, when only a few
pieces remain on the board and
the checkmate is near is called
"endgame."
Kris Brady will direct No Exit in
fulfillment of requirements for
theatre majors and minors. No
Exit is centered around three people who have recently died. The
action of the play concerns at- tempg to alter or relive their ear-My lives while confined in an
apartment in Hell. \
Admission for each performance will be by season ticket
or 50 cents. For further information, call 762-4421.

Ministers vote
to oppose
gambling,liquor
The Calloway County
Ministerial Association voted
Wednesday to oppose two
measures under consideration in
the 1982 General Assembly.
The ministers oppose Sunday liquor sales and off-track betting
and support of gambling facilities.
According to a spokesman for
the•group, the ministers will send
letters of opposition to Rep. Freed
Curd, Murray, and Sen. Greg
Higdon,Fancy rm

the owner of the mineral rights
cannot be found, a court can order
the land mined, with the proceeds
being placed in trust for seven
years.
If the owner is not found at the
end of that time, the fund and the
title to the minerals would revert
to the surface owner.
The House agreed to a floor
amendment providing that the
trust fund goes to the land owner
instead of the state, as provided in
the original bill.
"We have a chance to give the
mineral rights back to the land
owner who they properly belong
to," said Rep. Jim Maggard, DHaddix.

dark air cured tobacco seed to be
certified by the Kentucky Seed
Improvement Association. That
amendment must now go back to
the Senate.
Enterprise zones, which would
offer favorable tax breaks to industry, would be permitted in
areas of high unemployment
under House Bill 505, that passed
the House 93-2 Wednesday.
The House passed 8.4-6 and sent
to the Senate a bill to require persons convicted of misdemeanors
to do public service work.
The membership of the State
Fair Board would be expanded by
two members, who would be appointed by the legislature, under
House Bill 413, which easily passed 80-4.
The bill was sponsored by Rep.
James Bruce, D-Hopkinsville,
who became miffed when Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. failed to reappoint his wife to the Fair Board
last year.
The new members will be appointed by the Speaker of the
House and the President Pro Tem
of the Senate.

The bill passed 20-4 and goes to
the Senate.
The House Wednesday passed a
Senate bill to allow tobacco
warehouses to charge different
prices for handling baled or sheet
tobacco and the traditionally
hand-tied tobacco.
The bill, which passed 80-0, was
amended to extend for two years
the deadline for dark fired and

New business-activities
tax now looks doubtful
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) State officials appear doubtful
that a proposal for a businessactivities tax will be forthcoming
from the Brown administration
during the current legislative session.
Today was the final day that
revenue-related legislation could
have been introduced in the House
of Representatives, where all such
matters must originate.
"I don't think we can talk about
it this session," Commerce
Secretary Bruce Lunsford said
Wednesday at a press conference.
Lunsford and Revenue Commissioner Ron Geary called the conference to discuss the findings of a
study on the effect an activities, or
transactions, tax would have on
the state's businesses.
Such a tax, first suggested by
the administration in January,
would be charged on the goods and
services sold in Kentucky by companies located here and outside
the state. The levy would be computed as a percentage of a company's gross receipts.
The study, by Research
Triangle Institute of North
Carolina, concluded that the tax
would make Kentucky more attractive to manufacturing firms
and less attractive to those involved in sales.

"The Most fundamental shift (in
the tax burden) is from
households to businesses. This
shift will greatly increase Kentucky's direct tax impact on
business," the study said.
The institute also pointed out,
however, that the transactions tax
would eliminate what it termed a
"double tax resulting from the
corporate income tax followed by
a tax on individual receipts of
dividends and capital gains."
As originally proposed, a 1.72
percent tax could have resulted in
the elimination of Kentucky's inheritance, corporate- and
personal-income taxes, which
generate some $1.6 billion annually, according to the study.
The institute also outlined
several other alteinatives,
however, including one which
would place the activities tax rate
at 1.88 percent and eliminate the
state's inheritance, sales, motorvehicle usage, corporate- and
personal-income taxes.
Those taxes bring the state
some $1.8 billion a year.
Lunsford and Geary said copies
of the study would be given to
legislative leaders, who will be
asked to comment.
They would not speculate
whether Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
would call a special session later
this year to consider the matter.

County-sheriffs may appoint
unlimited special depuites
later approved the bill by a 27-8
vote.
In other action, the Senate approved Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s
reorganization of the state
Department of Transportation.

FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP)- The
state Senate has approved a bill
that would allow county sheriffs to
appoint an unlimited number of
special deputies for assistance in
emergency situations.
Supporters of the measure said
it was designed to keep in effect a
system that sheriffs have practiced for a number of years.
The bill was needed, they said,
because of an attorney general's
opinion last year that the appointment of special deputies was not
permitted by state law.
The Huse-passed measure
stipulates 5tjiat the deputies may
be appoin d only in preparation
for or durin
n emergency. But
several senators maintained that
such provisions would not keep a
sheriff from naming special
deputies for any purpose.
Sen. Ed O'Daniel termed the bill
"subterfuge," saying its language
wasmisleading. The Springfield
Democrat offered an amendment
which would have given a county
fiscal court the authority to approve the number of such appointments.
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana, who
handled the bill in the Senate, opposed the amendment. A sheriff,
Ford said, is a responsible person
who does not need the fiscal court
to oversee his or her appointments.
O'Daniel's amendment was
defeated 23-13. and the Senate

Spelling bee
scheduled
for Saturday
First District competition for
the Kentucky Education Asiociation (KEA) President's Spelling
Bee will be Saturday at Calloway
County Public Library.
The 10 a.m. contest is sponsored
by Murray Education Association
and will include the winners of
spelling bees in 17 school systems
in west Kentucky.
The winner of the first district
contest will compete against 11
other district winners in the state
finals at Louisville's Hyatt Regency Hotel during KEA's annual
convention.
Eight grader Laura Cella,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Cella, and Murray Middle School
student will represent the local
school district.
Coordinators are Mary Jane Littleton, Roy Weatherly and Joan
Wilson. The public is invited to attend.

Park Board
plans meeting

The Murray Ledger &limes

The Murray-Calloway County
Park Board will meet Tuesday
March 9 in the Jury Room,
Calloway County Court House.
The meeting will begin at 6 p.m.
instead of 5:30 p.m. as originally
announced.
Agenda items include
establishing a date for opening
and pool rates.
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The U.N. has
changed since
its beginning
Who could foresee, at the founding conference in
San Francisco 37 years ago, what the United Nations would become? Those were days of optimism.
The allies of World War II, convinced of the iustice
of their cause and flushed with imminent victory,
looked forward to peace with high hopes.
It was a time for enthusiasm, not skepticism, and
the allies (especially the United States) may have
momentarily lost sight of the fact that unity in war
does not mean unity in peace, and that by their
nature all sovereign nations tend to be selfish,
suspicious and antagonistic.
The U.S. Senate ratified the U.N. Charter on July
28, 1945, by a vote 89 to 2. What would the tally be if
the vote were taken today? Ratification would certainly be in doubt.
The United States has contributed more to the
United Nations than any other country — $10 billion
to 1980, more than $2 million a day since then.
But our present U.S. ambassador to the United
Nations, Jeane J. Kirkpatrick, calls it "a very
dismal show." And a former U.S. ambassador to
the U.N.,Sen. Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y., described
it is a book as "A Dangerous Place." A conservative think tank in Washington, The Heritage
Foundation, has just commissioned an exhaustive
United Nations Assessment Project Study in which
scholars critical of the United Nations will examine
its every flaw.
What happened to destroy the utopian vision of
1945?
First, the cold war destroyed the unity of the
allies and divided the great powers in the vetoridden U.N. Security Council.
Second, the liquidation of European colonialism
created the Third World, which soon came to
dominate the "one nation, one vote" politics of the
U.N. General Assembly.
These developments could have been predicted.
But few if any Americans were sharp enough and
informed enough to predict them. Now many
Americans feel deeply disappointed at the way the
United Nations has turned out.
Ambassador Kirkpatrick told leaders of the
American Legion recently that the United Nations
was founded "above all to assist in conflict resolution" but "what we find instead is that conflicts,
rather than being resolved there, are in fact polarized,extended and exacerbated."
But does not the United Nations serve a purpose
as a sounding board, a place for grievances to be
heard,even though conflicts may not be resolved?
Columnist James J. Kilpatrick declared last fall
that the purpose of the world organization "as a
forum has been reduced to a nullity" and suggested
that newpapers "should carry news of the U.N.
back on the comic pages to dwell with Doonesbury
and his friends."
A large majority of Americans used to think the
United Nations was doing a good job but public support in the United States has been steadily declining
in the polls until now five out of 10 Americans feel
the organization is doing a poor job and only three
out of 10 believe it is doing a good job.
We share the disappointment. Our expectaions
were not realistic and were bound to be shattered.
The U.N. today often seems to be dominated by nations that are anti-U.S., anti-Western and antifreedom.
But it does not follow that the United States
should pull out of the United Nations. What we need
to do is to pay more attention to the organization
and deepen our involvement in every way except
the financial. Continue present support, but do not
expand support. Meanwhile, work harder, more
skillfully and more intelligently, to turn the United
Nations to the purposes of world freedom and
justice and to make it more effective as an international institution. It is imperfect, but it is worth saving and it is unique. It is the only game in town.
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Watching the cardinals, sparrows
and returning martins can be fun
I wonder if any of my birdwatching friends can explain why
there seems to be so many more redbirds around this year than usual. At
least, it seems that way to me.
Seldom in the past few weeks have
I peeped out at my three feeders and
seen fewer than six of these beautiful
birds, either at the feeders or feeding
from the spilled grain on the ground
below. On one occasion, I counted
nine of them out there — five males
and four females.
The cardinal is my favorite bird.
Not only is It the official Kentucky
bird, but when I was in high school at
Mayfield, our athletic teams were —
as they still are today — the Cardinals. And the band, in which I attempted to play a hot clarinet, was
billed as "the Cardinal All-Boy
Band." That's changed! And for the
better!
Then all the years we lived in St.
Louis, we faithfully rooted for the St.
Louis Cardinals baseball team, even
seeing them through .1N2_ World
Series. Later, it was the football Cardinals when they moved down from
Chicago.
I still faithfully root for both of
them, although neither has given me
much to cheer about in recent years.
But back to the birds...
_
,
•••
I've fed an even 100 pounds of
cracked corn to my birds this winter,
and I've kept a fairly sharp eye on
the feeders. If there is any one
significant thing that I've noticed,
perhaps it is the few different kinds
of birds I've seen out there this year.
Other than the cardinals, my
feeders seem to attract mostly sparrows, but they have to eat, too:

I must admit that I get sort of a
kick out of watching them, though.
Perhaps because, like me, they're
small and have to sort of be careful
where and how they step.
They seem to be distrustful of all
the other birds, and feed nervously,
grabbing a beakful and then jerking
up their heads to look around before
grabbing another bite. If a larger
bird sails in, off thfy flutter to the
safety of a nearby bukk2r tree.
Soon, however, they are back
once the larger bird has satisfied its
appetite and flown off to some other
interest.

actly the kind I used to shoot at with
my slingshot when a boy.
In addition to his red head, he has a
light grey breast and dark grey back
and wing feathers. He's some
member of the woodpecker family
because when he isn't at the feeders,
he pecking around on the trees.
•••
It has been interesting, too, to
watch, the action beginning to take
place around Mike Finley's bright
new martin house, which he and his
dad, A. M., made this winter and put
up the other day.
It's a big thing — about 30 inches
square and two-storied with 14
spaces for nests. It replaces one the
Finleys had since they moved there
and which Mike would faithfully
lower and clean out every fall after
the martins had departed for warmer
climates to the south.
Mike now has the holes in the new
house plugged with round pieces of
wood so the sparrows and other birds
won't nest in it before the martins
have a chance to move in. They're a
particular bunch, those martins.
They won't even return to the same
house, I'm told, if it hasn't been
cleaned out beforehand — much less
go in where other birds have been.
You hear all kinds of stories about
martins, how they eat and keep mosquitos down and all, and you can get
into a hassle with a true bird watcher
over that. But out our way we know
that as long as the Finleys have had
their martin houses, we haven't been
bothered in the least by mosquitos.
You also hear tales about how the
martins send scouts ahead as spring
approaches to find homes for the

•••
I do, however, get a bit aggravated
at the sparrows because of the way
they spoon out the grain from the
feeder troughs with their beaks. At
times, it looks as if they arP doing it
on purpose, but that, too, has brought
a blessing.
The grain on the ground below has
attracted a trio of fat doves, who
seem to show up every time the
feeders are filled and the sparrows
have had a chance to knock out any
quantity of grain.
The doves like to feed off the
ground, and go about it calmly and
businesslike. Nor, are they unduly
frightened by any of the other birds.
I've noticed only one old bluejay
around the feeders this winter.
Seems he comes by to check to see if
there are any sunflower seed in the
troughs, which, of course, there isn't.
And, off he goes after a quick look.
We have had a red-headed fellow of
some species — unknown to me —
who shows up pretty regularly. He's
some sort of woodpecker, but not ex.

Dear Editor:
February was a month which gave
us some important men,two of whom
were George Washington, our first
president, and Abraham Lincoln, our
16th president.
"Honest Abe," as Lincoln was called, reminds me of Phillipians 4:8 telling us to think upon things which are
true, honest, just, pure, lovely and of
good report. We need more such men
today, as we see less of honesty in
unrecorded transactions, in business,
politics, and forgotten debts, etc. Instead of the rule of "honesty," so
many practice, "Everybody for
himself if you can get away with it."
Unlike Honest Abe, as a lawyer had a
partner, and if he were absent when
they were paid their fees, Lincoln
divided it in half as he put it in his
billfold.
The attitude of "Just so I get by"
hinders any youth,so let us be sure to
help them to guard against this. If
they would only take the rule Paul
gives in Phil. 4:8...how greatly it
would help to make sturdy
characters of which our world is in
such need of today. Similar to Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, was one
he made against alcoholic drinks. I
quote, "Turn not to the temperance
In it we shall find a
revoIuti
stronger bondage broken, a viler
slavery - manumitted, a greater

Ten yearsago
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•••
They would fly off to a nearby utility line, sit there for a minute and then
fly back to the top of the house. Finally, they each jumped down to one of
the two "porches" which run around
the house and hopped along, looking
into each of the holes the best they
could.
Then they would swap. The one
working the top layer of "rooms"
would pop down to the ledge below
and check out the nesting areas down
there, while the one working the
lower level at first would. hop up and
check out the top ones.
This they did for several minutes,
then back to the top of the house they
flew, sitting there for a while, fluttering their wings occasionally as if in
birdy conversation. Then, as suddenly as they appeared, they were gone.
I think I can picture them showing
up with some flock in some distant,
warm, southern place. -Hey,
fellows," I almost can hear them
chirp, "we've found a great place to
spend the summer — right back at
the Finleys' in Murray, Kentucky!
You won't believe the beautiful, new,
14-room chateau that's up there
now!"
I'll just bet they'll be back.
-4

letters to editor

Looking back
Murray Statealaiversitt was to look back 50
years to its beginning in 1922 when golden anniversary observance was to open officially on Charter
Day, March 8.
Dr. James Byrn was serving as advance gifts
chairman for Calloway County Boy Scout Fund
Drive.
Twenty years ago
Murray College High School had rated first in
debate and fifth in overall events among 12 high
schools at Speech Meet conducted at Hopkinsville.
Murray High School Tigers had beat Calloway
County High School Lakers for championship of
Fourth District Basketball Tournament. High team
scorers were Tommy Wells for Murray and Don
Curd for Calloway.
Thirty years ago
Conference on Evangelism and Stewardship of
Baptist churches for Southwestern Region in Kentucky was conducted at First Baptist Church, Murray. Dr. W. C. Boone presided.
David J. Gowans, bassoonist, and Russell
Terhune, pianist, were to present a faculty recital
March 6 at Recital Hall, Fine Arts Building, Murray State College.

flocks.
I never put much stock into this until the other day. I happened to be
watching the birds — something you
can find time to do Once you have
retired — when I noticed two birds on
top of Mike's new house. They appeared to be martins to me, and, immediately, I thought of that "scout"
business. So, I concentrated on watching the two of them.

Thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Although both Jews and Christians
believe in a God of power, majesty
and miracles, these brother faiths
also profess the conviction that the
Divine Spirit works through man —
in hiddenness and humility.
"Redemption is not an event that will
take place all at once," Abraham
Heschel once wrote. It is rather "a
continual process, taking place at
every moment. Man's good deeds are
single acts in the long drama of
redemption..."
Thomas Merton, as a Christian
monk,saw the Incarnation as the key
to redemption. Christ entered the
world unobtrusively and saves men
quietly, "by being closer to us than
we are to ourselves."
And that last remark was judged
provocative and yet pleasant enough
to make it onto a wall poster — the
kind they display on revolving racks
in drugstores.
Capitalists rush in where
theologians fear to tread.

Editor:
I would like to respond to Mr.
Pall's recent letter concerning recession and interest rates.
Our interest rates are high not
because of any capricious whim of
bankers or of the Federal Reserve
Board. They are the result of supply
and demand. Our banking system
taken as a whole is loaned up to the
neighborhood of 80 percent of its
capacity — that's all it can legally or
safely lend.
Thus any new lending has to come
from new savings.
Now, given the recent inflation
rate, is the public going to lend its
money to banks at low interest? I
doubt it. The only other place it can
come from is off the printing press at
the Fed and that is the chief source of
our inflation because it is like adding
water to the soup — there is more of
it but the food value is still the same.
This is not being done now mainly
because you and I, the public, have
gotten so mad about inflation. Interest rates will come down when
there are lots of dollars to lend.
Recessions don't just happen suddenly, they are largely the result of
the self-correcting mechanism of the
free market system whereby excesses built up usually over several
years are sorted out and brought
back into line. So to blame a president be he Reagan or Roosevelt is not

tyrant deposed; in it more of want
supplied, more diseases healed,
more sorrow assuaged. When there
shall be neither a slave nor .a
drunkard on earth, how proud the title of that land which may truly
claim to be the birthplace and the
cradle of those revolutions, that shall
have ended in that victory. How
nobly distinguished that people who
shall have planted and nurtured to
maturity both the political and moral
freedom of their species*_
The sad fact is that whenever there
was progress made in our nation, the
U.S. just seemed to have to keep the
business of intoxicating drinks due to
the influencial element in favor.
Parents, please think..."What can
to help my child to abstain from
do
I
things which harm him and make
him to become slave to habits, and
begin to wreck his body and likely his
soul?" Do guide him in his thinking,
for whatever he thinks he is likely to
try to become. Remember our rule in
Phillipians 4:8, and let it help your
children to grow up to be valuable
people such as Lincoln and
Washington:— t—challenge you to
THINK things through for God's best
in home training.
Sincerely, --Lorene Clayton
De Soto, Ill. 62924
fair for it is largely the private
economy, so much larger than the
federal budget, that controls our
economic health.
Also, the President only recommends, it is the Congress that votes
the money.
In closing, let me add another
thought that we need to think much
more about. Consider for a moment
the tremendous size of the debt, both
public and private, that we now owe.
Now consider all the goods and services that were bought with that
debt. Those were sales made with
money we had not yet earned —
didn't those sales really belong to our
tommorrow?
We have had a big spending spree
here for years living in our future.
We are going to have to come down
off this high very soon for we have
spent all there is to spend. We are going to have to start living within our
means, that means producing at our
present capacity to pay, plus paying
the interest on this huge debt and
some of the principal.
All of this means a slowing down
and it won't matter who is president
or who is in the congress. It would be
good though to pay for their wisdom,
for with wisdom, we can land gently
and all be better off.
Richard Hoffman
Rt. 5, Murray
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FHA sponsors events
Special activities were participated in activities
observed by Calloway by attending the church
County High School of their choice, wearing
Chapter of Future FHA colors of red and
Homemakers of America white, telling friends
during the past month.
about FHA projects,
The purpose of this visiting elderly - people,
observance was to inter- telling middle school
pret FHA to others and be students about chapter
of service to many," said and teacher appreciation
Lisa Chaney, chapter day.
reporter.
A playschool for
The theme was "Join teachers' children had
us and grow with us."
been scheduled on a
Calloway members Saturday. This was

canceled due to weather
conditions.
During the month the
chapter participated in a
scholarship fund project.
Diana Travis, treasurer,
directed. Each member
paid a certain amount for
various items worn on the
project day.
Travis was elected as
officer of month and
Melissia Manning as
member of the month.

ELECTED — Diane Travis, left, was elected officer of month and Melissia Manning member of
month by Calloway County High School FHA
Chapter.

datebook

Aunt voices concern

FHA OBSERVANCE — Christy Curd, left, Regina Walker and Lisa Phillips
put apples in teachers' mailboxes during national FHA week observance at
Calloway County High School.
y.14,
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DEAR ABBY: My
sister remarried six months ago after being a
widow for nine years. The
man she married is a
handsome, outgoing, successful professional man.
A problem has arisen that
. disturbs me and other
members of our family,
and your opinion would
be very much appreciated. It concerns my
sister's son, who is 14.
(I'll call him Jeff.)
At first we were glad
that Jeff and his stepfather hit it off so well
since Jeff had been
fatherless for so long. But
we are beginning to think
they are too close. My
brother-in-law is very affectionate with Jeff. He
hugs him constantly and
kisses him, too! When
he's near the boy, he
reaches out and strokes
his shoulder or his back.
And Jeff seems to appreciate and encourage
such affectionate
gestures.
It doesn't seem normal
to me. Is this healthy? My
husband doesn't think so.
Are we reading too much
into this relationship? We
haven't discussed this
with my sister at all.
Should we?
SUSPICIOUS
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: I
see nothing improper
about a man openly showing affection for his newly
acquired 14-year-old stepson. And the boy's appreciative response is
also understandable.
The person closest to
thasituation is, of coarse,
your sister, and unless
she is "disturbed" and initiates a discussion about
it, I think you should keep
your suspicions to
yourself at this time. If

there is something
unhealthy going on, your
sister will -not have to
have it called to her attention.
DEAR ABBY: What's
the best way to get a guy?
I've talked to a lot of people and they all give me
different answers.
One of my friends says By Abigail Van Buren
I should act like I don't
have any special interest office, one of my bosses
in him. Play hard to get wanted something he
because guys like a thought might be in my
challenge. Sombody else desk, so he went through
says to play up to him, my desk drawers.
flirt a little and tease a lot
I was informed that
and make him think there during the search, this
is something in it for him boss came upon some
whether there is or not. personal letters I had left
(Couldn't that be in my drawer, and he
dangerous? I'm a "good" took the liberty of reading
girl and want to stay that them!
way until I'm at least 21.)
I regard a secretary's
I've never had a desk as her own personal
boyfriend, but I would property, and no one —
like to have one. Pm 14 including her boss — has
and the guy I want for my the rIght to invade her_
boyfriend is the same privacy. How do you feel
age. Answer soon before about it?
somebody else gets him.
STgAMED
NEEDS A BOYFRIEND- -DEAR STEAMED: If in
DEAR NEEDS: Don't your absence your boss
play games. Be yourself. wanted something he
And forget the flirting thought was in your desk,
and teasing. It could pro- he was justified in searve hazardous to your ching for it. However, he
health.
was clearly out of line to
DEAR ABBY: I am a have read your personal
secretary in a four- mail. Anything of a perperson government of- sonal nature should be
fice. I recently learned locked up to ensure abthat while I was out of the solute privacy.
PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th St.

Fellowship group will meet
Murray Chapter of Full Gospel Businessmen's
Fellowship will have its monthly prayer breakfast
at 8 a.m. Saturday, March 6, at Triangle Inn. Tom
Geerdes, vice president, Will direct the program.
This is open to all men, women and children,
Geerdes said.

Assembly plans breakfast
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of Rainbow for
Girls will sponsor a pancake breakfast Saturday,
March 6, from 6 to 11 a.m. at Murray Masonic
Lodge, Highway 121 North. Cost will be $2 per person for all of pancakes, sausage, milk and coffee
you can eat, according to Cindy Tucker, assembly
spokesman.

Temple Hill.lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons will meet Saturday, March 6, at 7 p.m.
Work will be in third degree. A fellowship supper
will be served at 6 p.m. Rob Edd Parrish, master of
lodge, invites all Master Masons to attend.

Council will meetatlibraryInteragency Council of Murray and Calloway
County will meet Wednesday, March 10, at 3 p.m. in
meeting room of Calloway Public Library.
Members of Teens Who Care from Calloway County
High School will present a program
Gale Cornelison, ccoordinator, urges any agency
or person involved in helping people in community
to be represented at Wednesday meeting. About 20
agencies were represented at February meeting,
Cornelison said.

Luncheon, bride planned
A ladies day luncheon at 12 noon and bridge at
9:30 a.m. will be Wednesday, March 10, at Murray
Country Club. Clarice Sparkman, bridge chairman,
said members desiring to play should call her at
753-3262 or Eleanor Diuguid, bridge hostess, 7534721, before noon Monday. After Monday persons
who have not signed up for play may attend by forming their own foursome.
Billie Cohoon and Peggy Shoemaker will be
chairmen of luncheon. Members may sign up at the
club or call a committee member by noon Monday.
Other hostesses will be Anna Mary Adams, Euvie
Nell Gibbs, Inus Orr, Dorothy Fike, Agnes Payne,
Madelyn Lamb, Diane Villanova, Sharon Wells;
Linda Jones, Tootie Oakley, Pam Mavity, Rubye
Pool, Mary Watson, Doroi.hy Overby and Ophie
Spiceland.
•

- --

Bronson will be speaker

Kathy Branson, juvenile probation officer for
Calloway County, will discuss some of needs existing in county and list some ways to help alleviate
some of problems affecting juveniles at meeting of
Coldwater United Methodist Church Women Monday, March 8, at 7 p.m. at church. Lucille Potts,
UMW chairman,said this meeting is open to any interested persons.
700,9:10+ 2:00Sat.,Sun.
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Homeowners
insurance
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Everybody does not have
the same Homeowners
coverage needs State
Auto recognizes this and
provides many, many
options so that your
insurance can be tailored
to your particular situation
And several coverages are
combined in our package
at substantial savings
We'll see that you get all
the protection you need
without the expense of
unnecessary coverage
and at attractive rates
Call us You'll find we re
friends you can depend on
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Three Murray women speakers
at Delta Kappa Gamma meeting

HEALTH
Not enough bulk
Lawronc• E. Lamb,M.D.
6 -

DEAR DR. LAMB
have lived 14 years in a
retirement home. This is
when my problem of constipation started. When I was
home I could have set the
dock hi the morning when
my bowels moved Before
breakfast I take a teaspoon
of Metamucil in a glass of
orange juice with a stool
softener. Also I use a glycerine suppository. For breakfast I have another glass of
orange juice and prune juice
besides regular food. We
have stewed fruit often and
fresh fruit for our rooms
three times a week.
Before I broke my hip seven years ago, I was very
active as I had a big flower
garden. I still do quite a bit
of walking and do exercises
in my room planned for me
by the surgeon who operated
on me. Can you suggest anything else to help correct
this very bad problem?
DEAR READER - One
teaspoon of Metamucil a day
may not provide enough
bulk for you. Add some bran
to your diet for the other two
meals a day and drink plenty of water.
When you were borne and
had regular bowel movements you probably followed a set pattern. Such
patterns help to educate and
train reflexes that become
good servants. Try it again

lion, she explained how
many women have pursued careers in artrelated fields or in creation of visual arts.
Dr. Alta Presson, president, presided. Sue Morris of nominating committee presented slate of
officers for 1982-84.
Elected were Dr.
Evelyn Bradley, president, Jean Culp, first
vice president; Katy
Belle Shaw, second vice
president; Ruth Ann Harrell, recording secretary;
Louise Swann,corresponding secretary; Presson,
parliamentarian; Mary
Lassiter, treasurer,
relected.
Accepted as new
members were Ann
Deweese, Bardwell, and
Milissia Sledd, Murray.
The treasurer announced $732 was profit from
auction at recent brunch
meeting at MSU. This
will go for organization's
grant-in-aid (scholarship) fund. Auctioneers
were Preccon Edna Rad-

"Women in Professions" was program topic
used by three panel
members at a luncheon
meeting. This was of
women 'educators of
Gamma Chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma Feb. 25 at
Calloway County High
School.
Betty Boston, an investment broker, discussed
women in world of
finance and women facing their individual financial concerns.
Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs,
Murray State University,
gave an overview of
women in administration.
She outlined the
challenges, pressures,
characteristics and
qualifications unique to
women administrators.
Emily Wolfson, MSU
professor emeritus in art,
said the arts enrich lives
and expand understanding. She indicated individuals can participate
t tmisef n ga dadn
in pa:ttisvaesoaassa

New York, NY 10019
My
DEAR DR LAMB
14-year-old grandson is a
fine athlete but has what is
called shin splints. He tires
too easily. It seems like his
legs just give out on him and
slow him down too much.
Could you please tell me
what causes this and what
can be done about it?
DEAR READER - Shin
splints is not a precise term.
It is commonly used for any
pain with exercise that
develops below the knee cap,
typically on the inner
surface. It can be caused by
stress fracture (which can
be seen on an X-ray after
about two to four weeks). Or
it can be caused by local
inflammation of the muscles
involved and tissues covering the muscles and bones.
Rarely it is caused by muscles too large for the sheathlike compartment that
encases them. Obviously the
treatment is not the same
for these different conditions.
It it is strictly muscular,
strengthening the muscles
involved sometimes helps.
Your description of weakening muscles sounds as if
strength training exercises
might help. Local ice packs
are used to relieve pain and
if pain is severe it may be
wise to limit his exercise,
In celebration of 70th
particularly on hard surfac- birthday of Girl Scouting,
es.
the Kentuckiana Girl
Scout Council and participating hospitals will
honor newborn baby
Saturday, March 6
girls.
Murray Civitan Club
Alcoholics Anonymous_ A special gift of a silk
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big
will meet at II p.m. at screened "future girl
Joe's Restaurant.
western portion of scout" tee-shirt will be
Livestock and Exposition given to newborn girls
Friday, March 5
from Saturday, March 6,
World Day of Prayer Center.
to Saturday, March 13.
program, sponsored by
Square and round dancHospitals throughout 56
Church Women United,
be at 7:30 p.m. at counties in Kentucky and
will be at 10 a.m. at First ing will
of World Hall.
Southern Indiana, inPresbyterian Church. Woodmen
----cluding Murray-Calloway
Coffee will be served at
Yard- -sale, sponsored County Hospital, will par9:30 a.m.
by Carter School Parent- ticipate, according to Bev
Association, will Oyler, public relations
Yard iile, sponsored - -Teacher
-to p.m. in director for Kentuckiana
Sa.m.
Erma
be
by Carter School Parentgym.
council.
Teacher Association, will school
Nona Tabers, public
be from 3:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Murray -Calloway relations chairman for
in school gym.
County Chapter of Ladies Murray Neighborhood
Family Fun Night will Full Gospel Fellowship Girl
Scouts, said the teestart at 7 p.m. at First will meet at 9 a.m. at Big
Baptist Church.
Joe's Restaurant.

by making it a point to g-o to
the bathroom and sit at the
same time each morning
immediately after breakfast.
Also you may have
become impatient. Many
people take preparations
that induce rapid emptying
and then have to further
stimulate the bowel or wait
until it fills normally. Don't
be so anxious to have a
bowel movement every day.
If you are a small eater you
may not need a daily movement. You can go for three
days without problems and
If you still have not had any
elimination you might use
an enema then. Give yourself a few weeks to see if
such a program can help
you
If you don't get relief ask
your surgeon to refer you to
a gastroenterologist. He
may be able to give you
some additional assistance.
In general it sounds like you
are getting outstanding care
and your retirement home
sounds like it makes a real
effort.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 16-4,
Spastic Colon, Irregularity
and Constipation. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,

Front Porch Swing will
rehearse at 7 p.m. at
First Christian Church.
_ Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi sorori-17 will matat-710-guaK
at Ellis Community
_
''Center.
Kathy Copeland, senior
voice major, with Marcia
Winstead as aecompanist, will present a
recital at 8 p.m. at Farrell Recital Hall, Murray
State University.

ford and Dr. Alice .When you don't have an
Koenecke.
education, you've got to use
Hostesses for February your brains
meeting were Louise - Anonymous.
Swann, Jane Lane,
Lorene Swann and Mary
S. Smith, who were Today's grand slam venmade by
assisted by Joyce Fortin ture cannot be
relying on normal breaks
and Lorene McCage
Declarer must first consider
Fifty-one persons were other angles. leaving norpresent. Other members mal breaks as a last resort
from Murray and The excellent grand slam
Calloway County present is from the collection of Jan
were Georgia Adams, Wohlin of Stockholm. It
Evelyn Allbritten, Beth demonstrates the need for
Belote, Dr. Alberta Chap- declarer to tiptoe gently
man, Charlene Curd, when huge numbers of
at stake
Gela Ellis, Sue Fairless, points are
When the slam was lost.
Louelle Forrest, Myrtelle dummy's heart ace won the
Futrell, Vanda Gibson, first trick and two trumps
Verda Happy, Ann Her- were cashed. Next came the
ron, Desiree Hosick, Opal two high spades, intending
Howard, Mary Alice to ruff a spade in dummy,
Humphries, Frances but bad luck hit. East ruffed
Matarazzo, Mavis Mc- the second spade and the
Camish, Pauline McCoy, grand slam was gone for
Louise Overby and Joe gmi•
Wohlin points out that the
Nell Rayburn.
slam is virtually cold with a
Next scheduled activity 3-2 split in trumps - the
will be a brunch Satur- normal 3-2 spade break is
day, April 24, at 10 a.m. at really not important.
Lake Barkley Lodge. Of- After winning the heart
ficers and new members ace and discarding a spade,
declarer should cash
will be initiated.
dummy's trump ace. If
trumps are 5-0, declarer
should try to ruff a spade in
dummy. When both follow
will explore new frontiersto the first trump, declarer
of challenge, adventureruffs a heart with his 10 and
and growth in their com_leads his trump seven to
dummy's nine. Once again,
munities."
if one defender has four
"Girl Scouting entrumps, declarer should try
courages an attitude to ruff a spade in dummy.
toward the • future of When the favorable trump
friendship, service and split appears, declarer ruffs
an appreciation of living a second heart and leads a
things along the way,"club to dummy's ace to ruff
yet another heart. Finally,
Tabers added.

New baby girls will receive gifts
shirts will be given in
recognition of Girl Scout
Week and as an invitation
to membership in future.
These special gifts will
be furnished by Girl
Scouts for distribution to
any newborn girls.
Tabers said, "the baby
girls of today are the Girl
Scouts of tomorrow who

Coming community events listed
Thursday, March 4
Murray Women of
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
at lodge hall.
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Specialsow
recipe listed

Your Individual Horoscope

NORTH
3-4-A
•10 5
•A 8 6 3
•A J 9
•A K J 10
WEST
EAST
•3
•Q 8 7 2
•
•Q J 1094
K 752
•8 6 3
•5 2
•8 4
•9 7 6 5 2
SOUTH
•A K J 9 6 4
•
•K Q 1074
•(„) 3
Vulnerable Both
North The bidding
North East Seidl
Pass 3•
1 NT
3 NT Pass a*
OF
Pass MP
Se
Pass s NT
Pass 7*
64

SPRING-

200 nit
Bpi
1
-IU

declarers club queen is won
by dummy's king to draw
the last trump and declarer
can claim the rest in top
tricks.
Bid with Corn

selected styles

Frances Drake
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3-4-B

South holds

(

46 AKJ944
•- - •K Q 10 74
4Q 3
South
146
3*
34

North
2411
3if
4•

ANSWER: Pass. North's
hearts should prove useless,
a slam is out of reach and it
may take luck to make the
game
_
Send bridge questions to The Aces
P 0 Box 12983. Dallas, Texas 75225
with self -addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

11•11.

UNTIL 8:30

SPRING
-SALE

OTAL WOMAN
COLLECTION

TODAY'S WOMAN
COLLECTION

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
Career concerns could inFOR FRIDAY,MARCH 5, 1982
AP Food Editor
What kind of day will tomor- Try to avoid dwelling on pro- terfere with partnership
LIGHT SUPPER
row be? To find out what the blems. You have a tendency to plans. It seems to be a case of
stars say, read the forecast retire into yourself. Sidestep duty coming before Pleasure, Potato Plus Soup Rolls
questionable romantic in- yet there are satisfactions.
given for your birth Sign.
Apple Pie Coffee
AQUARIUS
volvements.
Potato Plus Soup
VIRGO
no k.& (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
ARIES
way to disguise a
Great
sluggish
is
pace
/4(Aug. 23 to Sept. 72) "r At The work
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 44191
soup.
canned
An argument once begun Concern about expenditures and there is a possibility of
will be difficult to stop. Pro- could interfere with social disagreement with advisers. 103,4-ounce can cream
tect your relationship with plans. Avoid arguing with Distant affairs may also be on of potato soup, undiluted
1 cup fat-free clear
relatives and dear ones. Stay friends about costs, yet don't your mind.
be stingy either.
mom
strong chicken broth
on the sidelines,
LIBRA
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
4 "Cup milk
3
- /
TAURUS
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) — - A romantic interest could 1 cup packed water(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Assorted problems could Your timing may be elf turn you on, then off. 'Though cress leaves
worry you, affecting your ef- regarding career matters. you're seeking a good time, it In a saucepan gradualforts to communicate with You're impatient for quick seems more like a game of ly stir the broth, then the -others. Misunderstandings results, yet become discourag- hide and seek.
milk, into the potato
ed if they're not forthcoming.
and slip-ups are possible.
YOU BORN TODAY are soup; add the watercress.
SCORPIO
GEMINI
and adventurous. You Heat slowly, stirring oc.(Oct.23toNov. 21)make travel restless
9
(May 21 to June 20) 1101
dislike routine work and may casionally, until very hot
to
not
best
It's
Avoid impulsive spending
do much experimenting
while shopping and having plans now, since complica- before settling on a career. Do and the cress has wilted
An
up.
crop
easily
tions
could
fun, or you'll be sure to regret
not let your opportunistic and added its flavor it later. Don't borrow money ethical matter could trouble nature allow you to settle about 20 minutes. Makes
your conscience.
from loved ones.
2 cups - 3 serv/
merely for what chance about 21
SAGITTARIUS
CANCER
ings.
way.
your
throng
Dec.
21)
(Nov.22 to
(June 21 to July 22)
friends are
It's not the time to insist on Relations with
regard to inyour own way. Respon- touchy with
raising capital.
sibilities in connection with vestments and
ask for favors
to
not
best
It's
others may interfere with pet
others.
from
projects.
CAPRICORN
LEO
Dec. to Jan.19) 14
(
(July 23 to Aug. 22)

West
Pass
Pass
Pm
Pass
All
Pass

Open Every Friday

UNTIL 8:30
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Opening lead: Heart queen

Open Every Friday
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Early Bloomers

TRINKET

BEIGE NAVY 27.00 --

A lot of fashion...A lot of comfort...
for a little price...Featuring the
stretchy mesh upper, luxuriously
--p-ciddedinsole & light cork
wedgeheel-Ws Spring!

4D4gi

%Lew!

at4g

important

The Very&tiff
Drearns Made Of..

Henry-Lee
does a brightand-white
slOwning verticallystriped dress of
polyester knit
suits it
beautifully with a linenlook jacket to match
Short-sleeved dress with
low-bow neckline is sanswaist, wear the belt only if
you wish jacket is 50%
Polyester, 50% Rayon,
svrinkle-resistant and machine
washable'
I merald/White, in sires
ihru

Spec iol Occasions are pocked with magic. We'dream
about these special days for in advance in keen
anticipation of what a wonderful time we are going
to have The Prow is*mot these very special
times, and Bright's understands how special it is
to you Beautiful gowns, ready to kindle your
dreams, ore waiting for you and your imagination,
and you con be sure that we will have several just
right for your dreams The three dresses shown here
feature beautiful lace in distinctive styles that
will flatter you and charm oil the others

I
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Mademoiselle
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Program builds talents
The Robertson Elementary Parent-Teacher
Organization met Feb. 23
for a program about
Talents Unlimited
presented by second
grade teachers Lashlee
Foster, Carolyn Colson,
Jane laylor and
Margaret Franklin.
Talents Unlimited is a
• new innovative program
estabished at Murray
Elementary School in
1981. The goal of the program is to help each student find his best way of
learning and use it to acquire knowledge across
all content areas.
The program is designed to help teachers
recognize and nurture six
basic talents: academic,
productive thinking, communication, forecasting,

planning and decision
making.
The teachers stated
they have realized from
using Talents Unlimited
in the classroom the most
beneficial result is it
develops a positive selfconcept and makes each
child realize his own self
worth. It also improves
his relationship with
others.
Through the use of
Talents Unlimited every
student in the classroom
becomes successful in at
least one talent area. This
success enables the student to achieve more.
Once talents have been
developed, they serve
students their • entire
lifetime. Each one can be
used, not only in school,
but in everyday life.

The Talents Unlimited
program is a studentcentered, talent-focused
process of learning that
relates and prepares the
student for the future.
Sue Vance, PTO president, conducted the
business meeting. New
officers for school year
1982-83 were elected:
Hugh Barksdale, PTO
president; Paula Compton, first vice president;
Carole Holcomb, second
vice president, Virgil
Timberlake, secretary;
and Linda Knight,
treasurer.
Vance announced the
last meeting of school
year 1981-82 will be May
3, at Lovett Auditorium.
The program will be a
musical presentation by
the students of Robertson
Elementary School.

Ole

Reagan can't halt Soviet pipeline

DISPLAYED TALENTS — Bart Wilder shows
Lashlee Foster, Carolyn Colson and Jane Taylor an
example of the productive thinking category used in
a drawing made with the Talent Unlimited projra m.

Shipley
speaks

PAST SUBJECTS — Hoppy Duffy and Michael
Lovett hunt in the library for information used during Black History Month at Robertson Elementary
School.

BREATHE IN— Carter Elementary School

-

Dana Shipley, a student
at Murray State University, recently spoke to a
group of students at
Calloway County Middle
School concerning her
visits to the Lame Deer
Indian Reservation in
Montana and to the
Amason area in _South.
America.
Shipley showed slides
of the areas and gave
students an opportunity
to discuss various questions.
The teacher of the class
is Patricia Lassiter.

sks, students have been participating in a special health

B

hjstory studied_

project during their physical education classes. All
students ivere involved in activities to point out how
Black History Month at ' famous black people
correct breathing and heart care improve fitness
Robertson Elementary were studied such as:
and general well being. "Dr." Jay Hammack
School was celebrated Louis Armstrong,Shirley
listens to count "patient" Chris Hobbs' heart beats.
-Laura Ernstberger measures her lungs' volume by --with an assembly—pro- _Chisholm, Paul Robeson,
gram by Shellie Fariess, Athta Gibson, George
- exhaling into this unusual "yardstick." These
librarian, featuring a 16 Washington Carver and
students are in Scott Durham's class.
mm.film about the life of .Richard Wright.
A four page sheet entitlMartin Luther King Jr.,
Although many
entitled I Have A Dream. ed "Dates To Remember
are facing finanfarmers
In Black History" was
cial difficulty because of
The lives of other given to each child.
toddy's cost-price
•
squeeze, the Farmers
Home Administration
(FmHA) intends to do all
it can to help its borrowers stay in farming,
The Advisory Commit- Murray High School; and FmHA State Director
tee for the World of Work Martha Crawford, Kendell Seaton said toProgram at Murray High teacher-coordinator of day.
School organized the World of Work Pro"We recognize there
gram.
February 25.
are problems, problems
The meeting's agenda with high interest rates,
Members of the newly included a decription of inflation, a grain emformed committee are the program, enrollment, bargo, adverse weather
Shirley Robinson, Licens- student placement at and other causes,"
ed Practical Nurse in- work stations in local
said. "And these
structor, Murray Voca- businesses and a look at Seaton
intensified by
been
have
tional Center; Judy program objectives and
overall bumper crops
Muhleman, special course content.
-education teacher, Mur- - Committee members that have affected prices.
"As Secretary of
ray High School; John discussed ways they
Agriculture
John Block
support
the
procould
oules, mansgel±,_
Hardee's; Harold- gram to help strengthen said recently, our farm
Beaman, director, and improve it. A economy is in a valley
Westview Nursing Home; meeting was scheduled right now and needs some
W. A. Franklin, principal, for the fall semester.
- help to move on up the hill
on the other side."
Seaton said Block had
instructed FmHA to explore the use of private
credit to supplement its
own lending resources
whenever possible. In addition, existing legal
authority to reschedule or
After the move, enjoy a
payments is to be
defer
WELCOME WAGON® visit.
After4is-n*4e blues disappear quickly When= used where practicable.
We intend to be
you enjoy a friendly WELCOME WAGON silt
reasonable, just as
It's fro* and-so helpful.
Secretary Block
re present— gifts of greeting and invitations ordered," Seaton said.
—"••••
•••.'"\-"CsOCN...
—
redeemable for more gifts from civic-minded
"Our objective is to keep
.I
(
)
I
businesses. I'll also present useful information
farmers in business. That
()
and supply good shopping tips.
isn't to say there won't be
who go out of
some
I'M the WELCOME WAGON Representative,
"Boldness, because there
0
and I'd like to stop by to say "Hello." A visit is
easy to arrange and such a treat. Call me.

WASHINGTON (AP) Tbe Reagan administration appears on the verge
of concluding it cannot
prevent European participation, including
financing, in a controversial Soviet gas pipeline
project.
But it hopes to get a
commitment from the
allies to deny financing
for any future such projects while the Soviets
are backing the repression in Poland.-- Officially, the administration still opposes
the pipeline project,
which would transport
natural gas from Siberia
to Western Europe, a
distance of 2,800 miles.
But administration
sources said it is doubtful
whether another effort
will be made to block the
pipeline project.
West Germany and
France are providing
much of the $10 billion to
$12 billion in hardcurrency financing,
which has angered the
administration. Along
with Italy, they also
would buy much of the
gas once the pipeline is
completed.
The project, which
eventually may cost $26
billion, is already underway, gas is. !scheduled
begin flowing in 1989.
A final decision on
whether to stop pressuring the European allies to
give up the project will
not be made until the conclusion of a new round of
consultations, the State

FIthA intentWo help
farmers stay in business

•

Student workers
program organized

•

WANTED
CHILDREN

For Sunday School AtThe
Coldwater Baptist Charc
For Transportation
Please Call
435-4276
489-2646
328-8080
489-2394
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Fashion & Western
JEANS

All New Styles - lest Completed

--MWsiBoys

30-1thme,
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Cash Only
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Work Jeans
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Cash Only

Opel Everyday
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STREAMWOOD, Ill.
(AP) — Seventy-six percent of American
households keep plants
indoors, according toGarden Scene planterware.
People grow plants in
their homes because they
enjoy living things and
also because plants have
a decorative quality, the
survey found.

753.5570 -.
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State will help Leslie
County avert problems
-FRANKFORT -- KY—before. In 1979 it placed(AP) — The state has similar constraints on
stepped in to help Leslie Letcher County and
County try to avert a managed to haul it out of
large financial deficit.
debt nine months later.
Without objection from
Responding to
the county's four Magistrate Edmond
magistrates - or-- deputy Feltner's question of how
judge-executive,the state the county's finances got
assumed control of the out of kilter, Howell said
county's, finances it apparently was poor
Wednesday.
management with
Al Howitirin adviser in responsibility on a - the state Department of previous administration.
Administration, told
Informed of the state's
fiscal court members the action and Howell's
situation should be im- assessment, former
proved by July or August. Judge-Executive C.Allen
Howell said the county Muncy denounced both.
has $207,000 in the bank He said the county was in
and its income the rest of sound financal shape
this fiscal year is pro- when he left office and it
jected at $368,000. He said still is.
if current spending conThe present judgetinues, the county could executive, Kermit Keen,
have a $500,000 deficit for wasn't immediately
the fiscal year.
available for comment.
The state has taken this He was in Ohio because of
kind of action once a death in his family.

NORFOLK, Va. (AP) —
The nuclear reactors of
the guided missile cruiser
Arkansas automatically
shut down twice during
underwater shock tests
last month, Norfolk's two
daily newspapers
reported.
The 585-foot ship was
unable to maneuver while
the reactors were out of
order, but their power
was quickly restored, the
Virginian-Pilot and
Ledger-Star said. The
Navy refused to confirm
the shutdowns.
The newspapers also
reported Wednesday the
tests, designed to see how
well the ship holds up
under battle conditions,
caused a main gun mount
to become so loose it had
to be removed. The Navy
confirmed a 5-inch gun
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

a

MEATS
Country Fried Steak
Hickory Smoked Pork Bar-B-Q
Southern Fried Chicken

VEGETABLES
Uncle Mac's Demo
1981 Caprice 4-door, tinted gloss,oir, custom
two-tone paint, V8, automatic, power steering,
power, brakes, white Suggested Price $9501.59
tires, AM-FM stereo, Discount
$1800.00
beige, camel cloth %pats Tour Price
$770139

'White Beans
'Baked Apples
*Mashed Potatoes

753-2617

carm um I

GM QUAUT Y
SERVICE PARTS

wrro,,,,, PARTS[*VtSI

*Green Beans
'Carrots
'Cole Slaw

•Potato Salad

$3.29
COUNTRY VEGET(AI4E PLATE

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

CHOICE OF FOUR VEGgA131.84-2‘69
N

641S.
MurroY

Seven Seas Restaurant
753-4141

Order To Go

ahead in any event.
Buckley is expected to
push instead for an agreement by the allies to limit
future loans to the Soviets
as long as the crackdown
in Poland continues. The
United States is not now
providing any such loans.
The administration has
debated for weeks over
whether to make another
effort to sway the allies
involved in the pipeline.
Previous overtures to the
Europeans, particularly
France and West Germany, were rejected.
The debate focused
specifically on whether to
extend an existing U.S.
ban against the export of
oil and gas equipment to
equipment that would .be
supplied by European
firms under U.S. license
or by European subsidiaries of U.S. firms.
Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger
reportedly has argued in
favor of that approach,
but Secretary of State
Alexander M. Haig Jr.
has advised against it.

National news
&deviance

Floinegrown

Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess

(
)
1

Men's & Women's

will be, but we are going
to use the best judgment
we can and reasonable
criteria in making our
loan decisions."
Secretary Block said
that borrowers who have
made good faith efforts to
pay their loans, who have
maintained their loan
security in good condition, who follow sound,
recognized management
practices, and who have a
reasonable chance to succeed can reasonably expect FmHA to stay with
them.
"We will be working
with our borrowers and
with the commercial lending institutions to overcome these temporary
problems," Seaton said.
-PAgriculture is basically
healthy, just as the
Secretary said; there is
no question about it. We
just have to move out of
the present situation and
dig in for the long run."

Deplrtment said
Wednesday.
It also said President
Reagan won't impose any
more sanctions against
the Soviet Union until
after the consultations,
which will be conducted
by Undersecretary of
State James L. Buckley.
He is expected to leave
for Europe in a few days
"The president has
decided, pending return
of the Buckley mission, to
hold further action in
abeyance," Dean
Fischer, the State
Department spokesman,
told reporters. Buckley's
trip has been postponed
once.
It is understood the administration believes an
additional effort to prevent the European's from
participating in the
pipeline project could be
counter-productive. The
thinking is that such efforts probably would not
stop the pipeline and
would only anger the
allies who have said they
are determined to go

Hwy. 641 N. Murray

turret was removed during the tests off the
Florida coast.
FREEHOLD, N.J.
(AP) — Two selfproclaimed witches who
charged a woman $4,285
to perform a ceremony to
cure her of diabetes were
found guilty of_ theft by
deception and theft by extortion.
A Superior Court jury
found Florence "Kitty"
Gorman and Lance
Rakowski, who both say
they practice the religion
-Or Wicca, guilty on
Wednesday. They said
they would appeal. Each
faces up to 411
/
2 years in
prison, a prosecutor said.
Janice Goldstein, 21, of
Cherry Hill, said the two
performed a faith healing
ceremony on her but she
was hospitalized three
days later for insulin
shock.
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— A lawyer for author
Fred Landis, who wrote a
book critical of CIA
operlirtans while
Salvador'Allende was in
power in Chile, says
customs agents have seized Landis' notes and
diary.
The customs agents
were very up front about
it when they took the
papers," attorney Walter
King said Wednesday.
The agent said, "... We're
going to turn them over to
the CIA," according to
King.
Landis was taken into
-custody by U.S. Customs
Bureau agents Monday at
Los Angeles International Airport on an auto
theft warrant as he arrived from Havana, Cuba,
where he was doing
research, King said.
The warrant was due to
a dispute with a rental
car company, he said.
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Coin exchange nets profit

Bryant pleads guilty in drug case

.
—.--,

•,

'

By The Associated Press
Bradley F. Bryant, a
Lexington, Ky., native
who allegedly led an international marijuanasmuggling ring, has
pleaded guilty with two
co-defendants to related
state charges in Geneva,
Ill., a state's attorney
said.
Meanwhile, Steve
Oliver on Wednesday
became the third former
Lexington police officer
and fourth alleged ring
member to enter a plea to
federal drug charges in
Fresno, Calif., according
to the U.S. District Court
clerk's office.
Oliver pleaded no contest to a misdemeanor
charge of conspiring to
distribute a controlled
substance. The other
former officers, Andrew
Thornton II of Lexington
and Jack Hillard of Versailles, Ky., pleaded guilty to the charge Tuesday,
according to the clerk's
office.
Also pleading guilty
was Robert Feld of Las
Vegas.
AM were among 24 people indicted last summer
in Fresno, including
Bryant's co-defendants in
Illinois, Jay Fern and
Salvatore.
The 24-page indictment
detailed an alleged conspiracy to smuggle South
American marijuana into
the United States by

airplane between
December 1978 and May
1981.
Oliver and Thornton,
both licensed pilots, flew
a planeload of marijuana
from South America to
Lexington's Blue Grass
Field in January 1979, according to the indictment.
The plane was unloaded in Lexington, then
flown to Louisville's
Bowman Field and abandoned, the indictment
said.
Bryant, 38, pleaded
guilty Tuesday to state
charges of conspiracy
and delivering 800 pounds
of marijuana to an undercover agent, Kane County, Ill., prosecutor Brick
Van Der Snick said
Wednesday in a telephone
interview.
Bryant was arrested
May 21 with Fern and.
Presta, both of Illinois, by
members of a statefederal drug enforcement
team.
The federal charges
against Fern and Presta
were dropped when they
pleaded guilty to the state
charges after a bargaining session Monday, Van
Der Snick said.
"I offered Presta six
years and Kern four
years," he said, but attorneys for the two
wanted "complete probation."
However, Judge Paul
Schnake agreed to accept

Milsap concertset
Ronnie Milsap, recent Center information desk
grammy award winner -In Murray; Mr. J's In
for the hit slimly Mayfield and Benton;
"(There's) No Gettin' Leach's Music in Paris,
Over Me," will be in con- Tenn.; Galtin's and Sun
cert at the Murray State Audio in Paducah; and
University Fieldhouse at Loyd's Boot Barn in
3 p.m. Sunday, March 21, Hickory.
according to Jimmy
Milsap, whose career
Carter, student activities spans more than 16 years,
director at Murray State began his musical career
University.
by working as a session
Sponsored by Universi- man for major musicty Center Board, the con- industry names such as
cert will include an ap- Petual Clark, B.J.
pearace by Ronnie Thomas and Dionne WarMcDowell, who is best
wick, before recording
known for the 1977 song his first hit single, "Pure
"The King is Gone," a Love," in 1974.
tribute to Elvis Presley.
Tickets for the perIn 1980, Milsap was
formance are 18 general recognized as the top
admission and $9 reserv- male singles artist by
ed and are available at Cash Box and Billboard
the following ticket magazines. His other hits
outlets: Chuck's Music, include: "It Was Almost
the World of Sound, Like a Song" and
Sunset Boulevard and the ---rratilokey Mountain
Murray State University

Kentucky news briefs'
PIKE VILLE, Ky.(AP)
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Mayor Scotty — A federal grand jury
Baesler said he would indicted a Johnson Counmake sure the Lexington ty man in connection with
Housing Authority held an explosion that injured
public hearings before nine people and damaged
planning further low- or destroyed 14
_ Income housing projects. —residences Oct. 1.1sear
The housing authority PainisvilleFrank Marion Ratliff,
sparked protests from
311,
of the Turner Branch
residents of the St. Marcommunity
was charged
Road
tin's and Red Mile
improper
storage of
with
areas after it decided,
materials,
acexplosive
without a hearing, to
cording to a news release
locate housing projects in
from U.S. Attorney Louis
those neighborhoods.
DeFalaise.
The housing authority's
Ratliff is scheduled to
action was legal under enter a plea to the charge
federal law, but Baesler next Wednesday at U.S.
said Tuesday, "I think District Court in
that's wrong."
Pikeville, the news
- —release said.

the guilty pleas only after
Fern agreed to a twoyear sentence and Presta
a 3102-year term, Van Der
Snick said.
Bryant's trial remain&ton the docket and "we
were set to pick a jury
Tuesday morning when
(defense attorney Fred)
Morelli changed his
mind" and asked to pleabargain, Van Der Snick
said.
Morelli wanted a threeyear sentence for Bryant,
but Van Der Snick said he
demanded seven years.
The judge split the difference and Bryant is expected to receive a fiveyear sentence at a March
30 hearing, he said.
Bryant, who has been
held since hit-arrest on
bonds totaling $11
million, still must face
federal drug charges in
Fresno.
"We consulted with
(Assistant U.S. Attorney)
Brian Leighton in Fresno
and he said no deals could
be made on Bryant's
federal charges," Van
Der Snick said.
U.S. District Judge Edward Dean Price in
Fresno has scheduled
Feld's sentencing for
April 18. Oliver, Thornton
and Hillard will be
sentenced May 17, according to the court
clerk's office. All remained free on bond.

Each of the four could rodsburg.
receive one year in prison
Larry Bryant, Snapper
and a 0,000 fine, ac- and Bernard were also
cording to the clerk's of- named in the smuggling
fice. They originally were indictment.
The trial of Bernard
charged with conspiring
to distribute marijuana, a and Limy Bryant was
felony punishable by five scheduled to begin Feb.
years in prison and a 23, but was delayed in815,000 fine.
definitely when Price
Thornton survived an barred Leighton from
apparent murder attgmpt presenting evidenc
late Saturday in Lex- about the alleged smugglington when he was shot ing.
Leighton, who has aptwice at point-blank
range outsids a pealed the judge's ruling,
contended the weapons
_restaurant.
Thornton was wearing were used to protect drug
a bulletproof vest and suf- shipments.
Bradley Bryant was
fered only bruises. His
alleged assailant convicted last year in
Philadelphia on federal
escaped.
Bryant faces additional charges of possessing an
federal charges in Fresno illegal gun silencer. He
in the alleged theft of was acquitted in Lexsophisticated, ex- ington in 1980 on other
perimental weapons from weapons charges.
He still faces federal
the China Lake Naval
mail-fraud and wireWeapons Center in 1979.
Also charged in the fraud charges in
alleged theft were Alvin Philadelphia for allegedSnapper of Las Vegas and ly defrauding the InternaBryant's cousin, Larry E. tional Harvester Credit
Corp. of more than
Bryant.
Snapper is a Har- $547,000 between 1976 and
rodsburg, Ky., native. 1978.
That indictment
Larry Bryant is a Midway, Ky., native and charges that Bryant obretired Air Force master tained loans on nonexistent or over-valued
sergeant.
Related charges have equipment when he ownbeen dropped against ed an International
former China Lake Harvester dealership in
employee James Nichols Savannah, G a. The
and Roger Dale Bernard, dealership went bankrupt
also formerly of Har- in June 1978.
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Second man charged in gridder's death
NEWTON,N.J.(AP)—
The second New Jersey
man charged in the death
of a Tennessee college
football player has been
arrested, authorities
said.
Authorities arrested
Stephen Drake, 22, of
Fredon on Wednesday at
the Budd Lake Motor
Lodge on Route 46 in Mt.
Olive in Morris County.
He was held in the
Sussex County jail here
on a parole violation and
a fugitive warrant pen-

ding arraignment today
and possible extradition.
Drake and David Earl
Frey, 20, of Phillipsburg,
are charged with murder
in the Feb. 11 slaying of
Rodney Long, 20, of
Gadsden, Ala., a firstyear player on the Austin
Peay State University
football team in
Clarksville, Tenn.
He was fatally shot during an apparent car theft.
His body was recovered
Sunday in a wooded area
near North Clarksville,

... plus a check from Case

•

'1000
for

cvo

500
for

1190,1290
1390,1490
or 1690

A.P.R.finance charges for the
balance of your contract

2090
or
2290

00(13500
for
for
2390
or
2590

4490
4690
or 4890

Important: If you buy any new Case farm tractor listed in this ad. .
between March 1 and April 30, 1982 . . Case will send you a check
for the dollar amount indicated in the offer you choose. The amount
of your check may be applied toward your down payment. NOTE:
Grnment Agencies/Departments do not qualify for rebates.

Ear*.al WWI*AAIL op.ailallaimbe
on purchimms et new Case ReelImam
1147,500
Cash lance ol tractor
DOWIn payment — cash andior traderite—_14,250 00
Amount financed
three
Runt's at payments
-512.96221
Permit at eel month
morel,13.574.43
Payment at 20th
"13,674 43
Payment at 32nd month
$40 301 07
Total of payments
Finance charge — 57.051 07
Sales tar as applicable
Insurance charges not included
In this swipe the oomcosele MINUAL PERCENTAGE
NATE ow the lerripth at the contract a 12.40%,

Offemvalid March 1 thru April 30, 1982

•

J I Case
Company

:e30

A Tenneco

Agricultural Equipment Division
700 State Street Racine, WI 53404 U.S.A.

plus...special factory
selling allowances
to niiiilWifrOur trade wodh more than ever before
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Tenn.
Officials said his car
was driven to New Jersey
where it was traded for
an auto in Warren County. That car broke down
on Route 23 in Hamburg
where the two men
allegedly traded it for
another car, which broke
down on Interstate 78 in
Warren County where it
was abandoned. License
plates allegedly belonging to Long were
discovered in the trunk of
that car.

000
00
$6000
At7000

Split rate financing ...

With Case split rate financing,
an Annual Percentage Rate
(A.P.R.)of 10% will be applied
for the first eleven months of
the contract. On the remainder
of the contract, the APR. will
be 15%. Purchase must be
financed through J I Case
Credit Corporation.
The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the fialialkin rier to pay
their bill
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their owe pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th fli
each month. They depend on you to write their p•
checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and •
your carrier
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

Linda Lundstrom, bank
vice president,said it'
'- as
the largest donation to
date. Reporters,
photographers, bank officials and a television
crew greeted him.
But King said he's no
longer interested in pennies. This year, the
government changed the
copper to zinc with a copper coating. Now he
wants to collect foreign
coins — namely every
coin ever minted in
England and France.
He wanted the Anthony
coins because he thinks
they will become
valuable as collector's
items.
-We all have to have
something, and I have
that drive," King said.
"If I didn't have
something to do, I'd go
bananas."

...or_choose this optional combination

...on purchase of any
new Case farm tractor

1.

not like carrying pocket
change."
The bearded, craggyfaced Pompano Beach
man said the sum
represents two years of
collecting and is only a
fraction of his collection
of nearly a million pennies.
King said he has collected pennies since he
was 10 years old. He was
attracted by the beauty of
the coin, not its value, he
said.
He tiled the exterior of
his 1962 van with $487.73
worth of pennies — a 12year task that served as
therapy while the former
professional bowler
recovered from a
debilitating accident in
1966.
Cashing in part of his
penny collection made
King somewhat of a hero.

Buy a new Case 1190,
1290, 1390,1490,1690

A.P.R. finance charges
for the first 11 months

•,.

POMPANO BEACH,
Fla.(AP) — Saying "it's
not like carrying pocket
change," a man who
resembles Abraham Lincoln drove up to the
Florida Coast Bank in a
van loaded down with
more than 27,000 copper
coins bearing the profile
of the Civil War president.
The outside of the van
itself was plastered with
48,773 pennies.
George King,52, turned
in the pennies for 300
Susan B. Anthony dollars
Tuesday to collect on the
penny-short bank's offer
to pay a premium pennies.
"1 feel lost, like I'm
minus something," King
said as the coins disappeared into the bank's
counting room. "But it's
time I got rid of them. It's
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Strongestfield
vies for OVC title
and NCAA berth
Friday night the two
winningest teams in the
Ohio Valley Conference
collide in the first round
of the post-season tournament.
Murray State (20-6)
with its .813 conference
and .769 overall percentages faces equally as
tough Middle Tennessee
(19-7) with its respective
.750 and .731 marks.
The two square off in
the initial game (7 p.m.)
of the tourney at Bowling
Green with the nightcap
featuring host Western
Kentucky (18-8) and
fourth place Morehead
State (17-9).
The OVC tournament
field is one of the
strongest ever assembled
with an overall record of
74-30 (.712). The 74 wins is
the highest total for a
tourney field since the
OVC adopted the current
format in 1975
The .712 winning
percentage is the secondbest, ranking behind the
1977 field's .723 mark.
The Racers,the only 20game winner in the field,
pair off with the Blue
Raiders, who ride a fourgame winning streak into
the tournament. The two
teams split their regular
season encounters with
Murray winning 59-58 at
Murfreesboro, but losing
70-53 at home.
Friday's game will
decide who plays the winner of the WKUMorehead matchup in the
finals Saturday (8
The winner Saturday
receives an automatic
berth Ao the NCAA
playoffs.
Murray and Western,
co-champions of the conference, are favored to

square off in Saturday's
showdown. The two
team's split their regular
season series, but the
Hilltoppers were awarded the tournament site
due to the tiebreaker
system which compared
the two teams' results
against third place
MTSU.
Western's host position
could be the final time the
Hilltoppers will perform
in that capacity. Currently the Bowling Greenbased university is seeking to join the Sun Belt
Conference with
possibilities of competing
for that conference's
crown as early as next
season.
Negotiations are being
conducted and nothing official has been decidecLby
either WKU or Sun Belt
representatives.
Murray State enters
post-season play after
winning 12 of the school's
last 14 games and coach
Ron Greene praised his
team's effort in making
the tournament field and
wrestling for a share of
the conference crown.
"The championship is a
great tribute to a
courageous bunch of
players," he said. "It was
a gutty performance all
year long."
The Racers, picked to
finish no higher than
third this year, surprised
the league by recovering
from the loss of leading
scorer Lamont Sleets and
winning close ballgames
consistently down the
stretch.
MSU was invcifired in if
games, including four in
overtime, which were
decided by five points or
less and came out ahead
in 13 of those encounters.

Racers will remain 1-AA
despite WKU's decision
Murray State University will remain committed
to Division I-AA in football and Division I in
basketball and all other
intercollegiate sports, according to Dr. Marshall
Gordon, vice president
for university services.
The question of Murray
State's athletic future has
surfaced, according tó
Gordon, with the announcement of Western
Kentucky's possible exit
from the Ohio Valley Confer;..nce to the basketballoriented Sun Belt Con-

ference and plans for the
Hilltopper football program to be downgraded
to the Division II level.
"We are pleased with
the upward direction of
our program and the excellence it has achieved,"
said Gordon, who administers the lISU
athletic program.
"A change In conference membership by
Western Kentucky at this
time will not alter Murray State's commitment
to a quality athletic program," said Gordon.

Thebargain
water heater you're
considering may
notbeabargain
sifter all.

Marthall County advances to finals
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Both Calloway County
teams were eliminated
from the District 4
basketball tournaments
Wednesday.
The Lady Marshals of
Marshall County
dominated the girls' contest 71-43, and the Marshals clipped the Lakers
in the nightcap 62-60.
Tonight the Marshall
County teams square off
against first-round winners, Murray High, in
games at 6:30 and 8 at
Murray State's Racer
Arena.
The doubleheader
tonight will decide the
district championship
and runnerup positions
although all four teams
will be representing the
area in the regional competitions beginning next
week.

The game could have
said. "They (MCHS I are
possibly the best in the gone either way, said
Marshal coach Bobby
state."
The Lady Lakers' op- Toon. Calloway's Chic
position was a team Nute agreed.
A predonil—Tras
nobody in Western Kentucky had come within 16 orange-clad crowd
points of beating this witnessed a dramatic
year, a veteran crew led seesaw affair with the
by center Laura Seay and Marshal supporters leaving pleased with the outforward Shawna Smith.
Wednesday Seay come.
pumped in 21 points, Senior David Anderson.
Smith 16 and Lisa Jarrett not noted for carrying the
added 11 to round out the Marshals' scoring load
double figure scorers for this season, whiplashed a
game-high 25 points
MCHS.
Dana Hoke and Rachel' against Calloway, inLamb were the top gun- cluding 11 in the fourth
ners for Calloway with 18 period.
Anderson's jumper
and 10 apiece.
According to CCHS with :59 left gave the
coach Gloria Friedgen, Marshals the advantage
the Lady Lakers were for good, 59-58, and a free
spent after battling with throw apiece from Jerry
Murray Tuesday night, Ford and Rocky Hudson
insured the MCHS victory
losing by five,58-53.
"They gave their all in the final 33 seconds.
last night," she said,
Anderson's take "and
they left everything
LADY LAKERS (43)
charge attitude in the
they
had
out
on
the
court.
LADY MARSHALS(71)
second -round game
I was proud of the way
Six seniors and coach they fought, especially in brought praise from Toon
Gloria Friedgen perform- the second half, tonight after the win.
ed their last duties as and I only regret I won't "He's basically an inLady Lakers Wednesday—be with the team next.side player._bat tonight
he took charge. He wasn't
in a not-so-unexpected
They're a great
going to lose and he
outcome.
bunch of girls."
Marshall County glided - Friedgen, after a single wouldn't be denied.
through a 20-5 first period season at CCHS, will be Anderson was the
and clinched the game by moving to Maryland to be catalyst for us tonight."
halftime,leading 44-16.
with her husband, Ralph, Toon went on to say the
However, the Lady who is coaching football
teams were "pretty
Lakers went down at the University of two
matched" and the
well
shooting in the second Maryland after leaving
the game suprun
of
the
out-scored
half and
Murray State:statement.
ported
his
state runnerups and
Tonight both surviving
County led
Marshall
regional
defending
squads will be minus the the entire first quarter,
champs, 15-12, in the services of starting
by as much as six points
third period.
guards — Murray having on two occassions. Bryan
"Calloway showed a lot lost Velvet Jones last FriTebbetts' nine points in
of courage by playing as day to a broken arm, and
the first period kept the
hard as they did in the se- Marshall County playing
Lakers within striking
cond half," commended without Mitzi Birdsong
distance in the early goMarshal
coach
_ _Lady
who re-injured a knee in ings and he finished the
Howard Beth. "It's a Wednesday's game.
night leading CCHS with
credit to their coaches Beth said part oflibr
17
points.
and players the way they team's ineffectiveness in
Calloway fought to tie
the
tough
playing
kept
the third period was due the game at 26-all and 28whole game."
to the loss of Birdsong, all in the closing minute
Marshall County had who normally leads the
of the first half before an
blasted the Lady Lakers Lady Marshals' fastAnderson jumper gave
in the team's two regular break attack. He said he
MCHS a 30-28 lead at the
season meetings — 69-38 expects a "wild
midpoint.
and 87-40 — and ac- ballgame" with Murray
Calloway out-scored
cording to Lady Laker and because of last Year's
Marshals 12-4 to start
the
assistant coach John Orr, upset by the Lady Tigers
the second half, gaining
coaching
Calloway
the
in the playoffs, he an- their biggest lead of the
staff didn't try to con the ticipated revenge
night 40-34 at 3:05.
girls into thinking they motives would be involvThen the Marshals
could upset the Lady ed in tonight's contest.
responded
with six points
Marshals.
their own to tie the
of
"They knew what they
LAKERS(60)
(Continued on page 9)
Staff photos by Jim Rector
were up against," be
MARSHALS(62)

GLASS CRASHERS —
.(Above) Calloway County's Bryan Tebbetts (53)
takes on Marshall County's David Anderson (51)
in a rebound scramble.
(Right photo) Scott Stone
(44) drives for the hoop
between Lakers Keith
Lovett (left) and Tebbetts (53).

Favorites survive first round-ofSEC tourney
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — They did it the
hard way, but both
favorites survived the
opening round of the
Southeastern Conference
basketball tournament.
Frank Poindexter's 18foot shot from the left
side with three seconds
remaining, his only
basket of the game, gave
Auburn a 38-36 overtime
decision over Mississippi
State and Vanderbilt

trimmed Florida 47-46 in
two overtimes on
freshman Phil Cox' 17footer 37 seconds from
the finish Wednesday
night.
The long evening of
basketball completed today's quarter-final pairings !hat already had
18th-ranked Alabama opposing Auburn in the
opener at 1 p.m. EST and
Louisiana State taking on
Mississippi at 3.

The league's two co- the ball throughout
champions, Tennessee before Poindexter's launand 15th-ranked Ken- ched his game-winning
tucky, swing into action shot.
tonight, with the Vols
"I haven't ever done it
meeting cross-state rival before," said Poindexter.
Vandy at 7 and Kentucky "Yes, I wanted to take
taking on Auburn two the last shot. I like situahours later.
tions like that."
Auburn, 14-13, blew a
"We were not going to
five-point lead in the final hold the ball for the whole
four minutes against overtime," said Coach
Mississippi State, then Sonny Smith of Auburn.
controlled the tap to start "We wanted to get a
the extra period and held layup, but it never
came."
State fell behind when
it missed the front end of
three one-and-one situations, then staged a comeback from a 36-31 deficit
in the final four minutes,

Shop Then cantorTe
Us — Compare Prices

Bargain water heaters cost
more to operate because
they're less efficient in the
heating cycle. They're also
less efficient in retaining
hest.. And heat toss is dollars
out of-yourfroiket
T.-- ---,That's not true with a
Conservationists electric
water heater. The initial
costis a few dollars more,yes. But they're less
expensive in the long run
because they're far more
energy efficient...thanks to
double density insulation
and many other energy
saving features.
If you want more reasons
why a Conservationist
water heater should be your—
number one choice in water
.
heaters, call us today.

"Your Not Going to Believe Them"!

$1.10
Enide

Plastic(3 NM)

$13.50

$9.50Allskits

Fertilizer

1....

aril

753-5378

Industrial Rd.

SPORTSMAN'S BOAT WORKS
TWO BIG DAYS-1

$5.00

mil Buchanan Feed

Murray Supply
Co.

-'set..
Master Mechanic

(Remay Nylon)

Dyston $1.25

"It's hard when you're
a senior and you know
this might be your last
game," said Jones. "You
have to be real determined. My persistence and
determination came out
and I think God he let it
happen."

Gas

Plat Bed Supplies

19.50 All Sizes

"Our free throwing in
the second half was the
difference in the game,"
said Coach Bob Boyd of
State, 8-19. "There were a
number of opportunities
where we couldn't get the
one-and one. They were
having problems, too, but
it was more critical to us
than auburn."
Darrell Lockhart led
the Tigers with 11 points.
Florida, which lost its
seventh in a row to finish

at 5-22, carried the fight
to Vandy, holding Commodore ace Willie
"Hutch" Jones scoreless
in the first half when the
Gators led 20-17.
But Jones came back
with 11 consecutive points
at the start of the final
half and led the Commodores, 15-12, with 18
points.

VitirweliN

Seeds -Plants - Fertilizer Canvas $

gaining a tie when Jeff
Malone, who had 18
points, scored from the
right corner with seven
seconds left in regulation
to tie it at 36.

(7(e
•

Bulk Garden Supplies

A.O.Smith Conservationistat*rs.
The investment that works.

PURINA
CHOWS

Murray Ky

153-3361

2081. Main
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Saturay and Sunday
March 6 and 7
urn,to 6 p.m.
ee The All New 1982 Lines
1111TIDT•DTRA-TRAI loss loots awl
Rionnamits
RA TOT Pontoons sal Dock louts
DUNA CRAFT Alinninan, lass sal Jaw Bans
MER CRUISER Denier 111111Sorvics
EVIIMUDE MOTORS

Located on Hwy. 68 at Jonathon Crook
Adjacent to Sportsmen's Morino
Drawings
for Lowrance Depth Finder
Model 2330 List Price $330.00

wines
Saturday 10 a.m and 2:30
p.m. Sunday 2:30 p.m.

for 10 Evinrude Life Jackets
MANY OTHER PRI=

Domoalitations

Winners
need not be present - all
prizes must be picked up at
Sportsman's Rost Work

Free Coffee ad Deeighinos
mornings

Saturday and3unday

Lowrance Depth Finders by
Dove Mom and Sunday

only, Pro Bass Fisherman,
Ron Shearer

Demonstrations o
Evinrudes New Troiling
Motors
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Former Nittany Lion hired by Beamer

Friedgen replacement joins Racer staff
Mark Thomas, an Bowl games, one Cotton
assistant the past three Bowl and one Orange
seasons at Florida State Bowl.
University, has joined the
Florida State was 27-8
Murray State University in his three years on Bobfootball staff as offensive by Bowden's staff and apline coach.
peared in Orange Bowl
As a player at Penn games in 1979 and 1980.
State and coach with the
"Throughout his footSeminoles, the 27-year- ball career as a player
old Thomas has been in- and coach, Mark has
volved in six post-season been associated with winbowl games and 68 wins ning programs and sucover 83 games through cessful people," said
seven years.
Murray State coach
During his four seasons Frank Beamer. "He obas a player for coach Joe viously knows what it
Paterno at Penn State, takes to be successful and
the Nittany Lions compil- I like that influence
ed a combined 41-6 record within our program." _
and played in two Sugar
"He's been exposed to

MARK THOMAS

all phases of offensive
philosophy," added
Beamer. "He worked
with the strong running
game as a player at Penn
State and helped structure a passing-oriented
offense on the staff at
Florida State."
Thomas worked with
the offensive line at
Florida State during his
three seasons on the staff
and last year additionally
served as head junior
varsity coach, directing
the team to a 4-0 record.
A two-year starter and
three-year letterman at
Penn State, Thomas
received his bachelor's

degree in 1976 and signed
a professional football
contract with the Atlanta
Falcons.
Thomas initiated his
coaching career in 1976 as
assistant head coach at
Bethel Park High School
in Pittsburgh,Pa.
fie is married to thp
former Kimberly Anne
Dale of Pittsburgh and
they have one daughter,
Katie Anne.
Thomas replaces Raph
Friedgen on the Racer
staff who recently accepted a position as offensive coordinator at the
University of Maryland.

Murray pitcherplays confidence game

Multi-talented Taylor adds local flair to 'Breds

LAST TANGO- Calloway County's Mimi Todd (22) does a final scene with
Marshall County's Shawna Smith in Wednesday's second round of the District
4 tournament. Calloway was eliminated from post-season play by the Lady
Marshals, 71-43.
Staff photo by Jim ReLIN--

Tournament...
(Continued from page 8)
He scored 11 of his
game at 42 at 7:29 of the team's next 13 points and
fourth period.
shoved MCHS ahead with
Calloway moved ahead a minute to play.
again with a 7-2 scbring
Key had two shots of 15
drive capped by Dan
and
10 feet in the last halfKey's 15-footer giving
them a 49-44 edge with minute that would have
tied the game at 60, but
five minutes left.
both caromed off the
Two Laker starters back
iron.
Keith Lovett, who suffered an off-night with onCalloway ended its
ly three points, and Jeff campaign with a 15-10
Garrison - fouled out mark, while Marshall
down the stretch and County (14-11) advances
Anderson capitalized for against Murray (18-4) in
the Marshals.
tonight's 8 p.m. game.

LADY LAMM(43)
Todd 2 0-04; Lam b 3 4-7 IC, Hoke 8 2-4
II; Barrow 2 0-0 4; Hooka 1 3-3 5;
Cotbran 1 0-08
totals- 17 9-16 43
LADY MARSHALS(71)
Seay 10 1-4 21; Smith 7 2-2 16; Jarrett 5
1-2 11; Birdsong 2 1-2 5; Heikkuien 10-0
2, Crowell 3 2-2 8, Parker 2 2-2 6
Totals - 31 9-11 71.
Halftime - MCHS 44, CCHS 16
LAJLERS(N)
Miller 21-2 11; Butterworth I 6-9 11.
Tebbetts 73-4 17; Key 72-3 16, Lovett 1
1-4 3; Garrison 0 5-6 5.
Totals -7110-2180.
MARSHALS(62)
Harrison 5 3-3 12; Anderson 11 3-5 25;
Stone 1 &It 8; Ford 23-4 7; Naughton 2
2-31; Gold I II-2 2; Hudson 0 2-2 2.
Totals- 22 142962
Halftime - MCHS 30, CCHS 21

To understand all the
movements of a baseball
from varying speeds to
breaking pitches, one
almost has to be a
physicist.
And if physics does
play a part in pitching,
Murray State University
standout hurler Brad
Taylor may have an advantage at his position.
The junior righthander is
a Dean's List scholar in
engineering physics at
Murray State.
While he has worked
hard to keep his grade
point average up to a lofty 3.37 (on a 4.0 scale), he
has worked equally hard
to keep his earned run
average as low as possible.
"Brad's an intelligent,
fiLesse pitcher who really
knows well his strengths
and limitations," said
Murray State coach
Johnny Reagan, who
ranks 11th in the nation
among active coaches in
winning percentage.
"His greatest physical
aspect is his curve ball,
which he can throw consistently for strikes," added Reagan, entering his
25th season as the
Thoroughbred's head
coach. "When a college
pitcher can throw
through a curve ball
when he's behind on a

batter, it's a big plus."
As a sophomore, Taylor
led Murray State with a 61 record and a 2.81 ERA
last season as the
Thoroughbreds posted a
29-15 record in 1981. He
also topped Murray in
complete games (five)
and innings pitched (48).
Taylor's performance
last season was
somewhat of a surprise,
even to himself.
"I might have expected
it this season, but not last
year," said Taylor. "I
didn't pitch much as a
freshman, just mainly as
a reliever."
In 1980, Taylor saw action at every position except catcher as a
freshman. He compiled a
2-1 record in six appearances and also hit
.342 in 22 games with four
doubles and 18 runs batted in. What helped him
last season?
"Confidence was _the
main thing," explained
Taylor. "Early last
season I was -pretty
scared. As the year went
along though, I thought I
could get batters out with
just about anything. I
also developed a good
change-up and was in better shape."
Taylor also credits
some of the confidence he
gained to Reagan, who

has coached a number of
collegiate pitching greats
including George Dugan,
the NCAA record-holder
for lowest earned run
average ( 1.03) in a fouryear career.
"He (Reagan ) gives
me a lot of confidence,"
said Taylor. "I really
listen to him because he
knows what he's talking
about, having been
around for a number of
years."
Reagan didn't have to
look far to find Tvlpr.. At
nearby Murray "High
School, Taylor was 21-2 as
a three-year starter. He
finished 8-0 as a senior
when ?tinnily High lost to
Shelby 'County in the
game's final inning of the
Kentucky State High
School Championship.
Problems tend to arise
for all student-athletes in
alloting time among
academics and athletics,
but for Taylor those problems are minimal.

REMOVE HARMFULTHATCH.. NOW.
FREE Thatcherizer with purchase of Snapper self-propelled or riding mower.
Purchase any Snapper self-propelled walk or riding mower during Thatcherizer Bonus Days and receive a Thatcherizer for
your mower FREE:Thatch maybe choking your lawn.

Your FREE Thatcherizer removes harmful thatch for easy vacuuming into the grass catcher, Visit your Snapper dealer today and start removing thatch NOW.

*Grass catcher optional on riding mowers.

RIDER

THATCHERIZER
Retail Value

575.50

SELF-PROPELLED
WALK MOWER

THATCHERIZER
Retail Value

$50.00
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Sports at a glance
High school basketball
Vatrisarsalass
11•71
Ind District
Ballard Memorial 80, Headland 55
4th District
Marshall Co. 62. Calloway Co.60
5th District
Caldwell Co. 72, Lyon Co.51
tith District
Union Co 84, Providence 41
fa District
Davies,Co. 8, Apollo
1141 District
Bremen 70. M uhlen burg Centralia
LIth District
Asimrs37, Russellville 48
1441 District
Warren East $O, Franklin Simpson 78
40T
156 District
Allen Co. is, Edmonson Co 54
111th District
Clinton Co. 72, Gamahel 52
1741 District
North Hardin 2$, Elizabethtown 22
Ilth District
Washington Co. 59. Nelson Co. 51
Hat District
Lou. Central 62, Lou. Shawnee 55
!tad Dastriet
Pleasure Ridge 58, Lou. Western 51
2560 District
Lou. St. Xavier 60, Lou. Manuals
1741 District
Lou.Moore $3, Fern Creek 74
311110 District
Lou.Eastern 67. Ky Country Day 50
3010 District
Shelby Co. 75, Henry Co. 41
33rd District
Boone Co 61, Simon Kenton 55
3560 District
Bellevue $1, Newport Catholic 76
AU District
Scott High 62, Silver Grove 61
370 District
Harrison Co. 51, N icholas Co. 49
Mth District
Mason Co. Si. Fleming Co. 16
Nth Disbict
Clark Co .41. Montgomery Co. 45
43rd District
Lea. Bryan Station 57, Len. Lafayette
37
4441 District
Madison Central 60. Richmond Model
47
4300 District
Marna Co.63, K y. Deaf School 39
01110 District
Unalalo.it, Russell Co. 74
4810 District
Pulaski Co.69,Somerset 58
49th District
Oneida 74. Jackson Co.69
liii District
Williamsburg 69, Barbourville 37
5144 District
Red Bird 57. Bell Co.83
52nd District
Comberland 66 Everts*
33rd District
Whites/mug 73, Fleming-Neon 65
Seth District
Leslie Co. 76, Bockhorn 44
Ma Markt
Knott Co. Cent, 75, Breathitt Co. 71
hith District
Lee Co. 47, Powell Co. 41
With District
Prestonsburg 52, McDowell 51
Chid District
Elliott Co 77, Lewis Co. 33
64th District
Boyd Co 67. Ashland Blazer 53

College
basketball

'YAPPER

THATCHERIZER BONUS DAYS ENO SOON
OFFER GOOD AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS ONLY

"It's not real hard fit- season's potent outfield
ting in classes, studying trio combined to hit .349
and practice," said with 63 extra base hits.
Talor, "but that doesn't
As a team, Murray
leave time for any other State hit .306 and a
activities: The only pro- school-record 69 home
blems are in keeping up runs.The
with classes. It's pretty Thoroughbred's powerful
easy to get behind when offensive attack producyou're on the road for a ed an average of 7.7 rune
couple of days."
per game to lead the Ohio
Taylor expects better Valley Conference in that
results out of himself this category.
"Our hitters will score
season. "I've done a lot of
running and weight- runs," said Taylor. "It
lifting in the off-season takes a lot of pressure off
and have probably work- the pitchers knowing that
ed harder than I have in they are able to give up a
the past," said Taylor. "I couple of runs and still
was apprehensive early win. If our pitching
last yor,but.now I knot comes through this year,
we could go far as a
I can do the job,"
team."
The Thoroughbreds
Murray State will open
return 13 lettermen from its season against Illinois
last year's unit, but will in a two-day home stand
have to replace their en- Saturday and Sunday at
tire outfield. Last Reagan Field.

We Specialize In Service
After The Sale
e

Wedoesday College BasketballScow
EAsi
N J Tech 88, N Y Maritime 72
SOUTH
Mary Washington 73, St Mary 1, Md
60
IOU RN AMF.NTS
Kest Coast Conference
Quarterfinals
American 71 Bider 63
Orese1111, Temple 35
v \rile 71, W nester Zst
Jivirph l'a 65 tlirlytra 57
Pacific Ceeli ithlete Association
Fk st Round

Girls
tnd District
Ballard Memorial* Reidland 35
410 District
Marshall Co. 74, Calloway Co.43
510 District
Caldwell Co. 54, Lyon Co. 111
tth District
Webster Co. 69. Henderson Co. 41
Kb District
Apollo 56, Owensboro 48
lith District
Bremen 64, Drakesboro 34
1210 District
Fordsville 54.Graysoo Co. 41
66,
Butler Co. 11
Ohio Co
13th District
Auburn 64, Lewisburg 13
lith District
Warren Central tl , Franklin-Simpson
44
Ma District
Metcalfe Co. 46,Gamaliel 43
176 District
Elizabethtown 49, Meade Co. 37
Fort Knox 41, West Hardin 31
1110 District
Bardstown 43, Nelson Co.31
22nd District
Lou. Butler 72, Angela Maid 48
3410 District
Lou.Southern IS. Evangel 21
Lou. Holy Rosary 63, Lou. Iroquois 13
2741 District
Lou. Moore 53, Lou Fern Creek 31
Ilith District
Lou. Eastern 51, Lou. Waggeoer 43
38th District
Shelby Co. IC Anderson Co. 30
Med District
'Scott Co. 62. Wilhamstown 43
33rd District
Boone Co. 72, Simon Kenton 38
3441 District
Notre Dame 57, Villa Madonna 15
Coy. Holy Cross 5S, Coy Holmes 37
Ma District
Providence 64, Bellevue 51
Mth District
Scott High 62, Silver Grove 28
eith District
Clark Co. 43, Bath Co. 51
4460 District
Berea 49. Madison 311
4510 District
Boyle Co 44, Garrard Co. 39
illth District
Lincoln Co.if, Rowell Co. 31
41110 District
Pulaski Co. 38,Somerset 34
41111101stritt
Jackboot Co 611, Oneida 43
5010 District
Corbin 53, Knox Central 45
4146 Disfret
Bell Co.66, Red Bird 38
53nd District
Harlan 3$, Everts*
$ub District
Mice Combs 61, Hazard 12
Ma District
Knott Co Cat.10, Cordia 311
Nth District
Wolfe Co 51, Hazel Green 14
Ism Druid
Wheelwright*, McDowell*
51141 District
Millard 74, Mullins MI
6146 District
Raven Co 67, Morgan Co. it
Mende* Co 42.0 Breckioridge 41
Hod Deltaic(
!rem Co 54, Elliott Co 44
6446 District
Ashland Blazer It Boyd Co.41
Cal Irvine 10, Utah St 64
Fullerton St 64, Pacific 33
long Beach St it. San Jose St. MI
Sonthastorn Cosilerows
/WM Read
Auburn 38, Musissippi St *HT
V onderbidl 47„ Florida 411,1011'

Tennis
1,0S ANGELES (AP)
- Billie Jean King upset
Fourth-seeded Bettina
Bunge 4-6, 7-5, 6-1 in the
opening round of the
$150,000 Avon Championships of Los Angeles.

eggmetswaimposs,W1441104111011160011*.41.....10
,
411164106. 48600,6y7460844.1.,
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Admissions, dismissals listed
Adults 156 Nursery 11
3-1-82
Newborn Admission
Janna Harrell and
Baby Boy, 521 South 11th
St.
Dismissals
Robert Arnold, Fern
Terrace, Stephanie L.
Barnett, 735 Nash, Annette Donie Owen and
Baby Boy, 1807 Sherry
LanA Renee R. Aldridge
an Baby Girl, Paris,
Tenn.
Elizabeth M. Wiggins,
Rt. 4, Mayfield, Judy M.
Benefiel, Rt. 1, Christina
F. Adesanya, 906 College
Cts., Dorothy J. Camp,
909 Johnny Robertson
Rd., Patricia A. Hill, 306
Grimes, S. Fulton, Tenn.,
Eldon J. Ordiway,Rt. 5.
Michael Anthony
Freeman, 1436 N. W. 6th,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
Patricia F. Childress, Rt.
1, Springville, Tenn.,
Stephanie D. Milam, Rt.
2, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Fowler B. Rogers, 215 N.
L. P. Miller, James

(
Melissa Mitchell and
Robert Wright, 216
Center, Mayfield, Orso A. baby girl, Rt. 4.
Dismissals
Butterworth, Rt. I.
Laura Leigh Anderson,
Glenn E. Paschall, Rt.
1, Hazel, Estelle Brown, Rt. 9, Benton, Patricia N.
Rt. 2, Hazel, Charlie T. Estes and Baby Boy, Rt.
Underwood, CR Bx. 163, 3, Benton, Marica Anne
New Concord, Mary Nell Smith and Baby Girl, Rt.
Paschall, Rt. 2, Paris, 8, Benton, Nancy Jane
Tenn., Beauton V. Under- Orr and Baby Girl, 1611
wood, Rt. 6, Odelle H. Oakhill.
Gail A. Wright and
Vance,307 South Sixth St.
Fayetta Poe, 206 S. Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Paris,
Washington, Clinton, Tenn., Willadene Walker,
Robert Kirks, F3 Rt. 2, Orville Lee Hall,
Southside Manor, Jimmie 1103 Lone Oak Rd., Paris,
H. Tibbs, Fern Terrace, Tenn., Opal P. Paschall,
Opal R. Hutson (Ex- Rt., 4, Lelah Marie Darpiredl, Rt. 4, Arthur B. nall, Rt. 4, Benton.
William Chad
Jewell, Fern Terrace,
Headley Swift (Expired), Spillman, Bx. 122, Wingo,
Vickie A. Carson., 1606
Rt. 3, Benton.
Belmont, John B. Dunlap,
Adults 169 Nursery 11
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
3-2-82
Fray Wilson, 310 North
Newborn Admissions
Fifth St., Novie V.
Joan Weber and baby Paschall, 410 Sycamore
boy,903 Stratford.
St.
Janie Zimmerman and
Autry Lange, Fern Terbaby boy, 1611-8 Wiswell race, Helen R. Simser,
Rd.
Rt. 6, Ruby M. Futrell,
Sandy Adkison and Rt. 6, Mary L. Alford, CR
baby girl, Rt. 5, Mayfield. Bx. 55A, Hamlin.

Sturgill's wife attempts bank purchase
state Racing Commission
and the University of
Kentucky Board of
Trustees.
"He's offered book
value (of the stock), plus
25 percent," Lyons said.
Sturgill used the same
formula last spring in acquiring 93 percent of the
stock of Marion National
at a cost of almost $2.4
million.
The Bank of Loretto has
1,500 shares, for which
Mrs. Sturgill has offered
$658 a share. The book

LORETTO, Ky. (AP) largest of the five in
— Eloise Sturgill, wife of Marion County while the
former state Energy and Marion National, the seAgriculture Secretary cond largest, has assets
William B. Sturgill, is at- of about $28 million.
Because Sturgill owns
tempting to purchase the
Bank of Loretto for controlling interest in one
bank, he is forbidden by
$987,000.
Sturgill said if the tran- state law from owning
saction is approved, the stock in another. That
bank would be merged restriction does not apply
with Marion National to spouses.
Bank, which he acquire& Henry Lyons, president
\of the Bank of Loretto,
last year.
The Bank of Loretto, appeared to regard the
with assets of about $10 offer as coming from
million, is the fourth Sturgill, chairman of the

Sturgill said he and his
wife favor merging the
banks later this year.
Asked if they plan to
buy any other banks,
Sturgill said, "We would
take a look at it, if it fit into the scheme of
economic development
(and was) a good
business proposition."
Sturgill said he considers Marion County —
the geographical center
of the state — a prime
area for economic
development.

Lyons said the bank's
directors have agreed
unanimously to sell all
their stock and have advised the stockholders to
accept Mrs. Sturgill's offer.
Lyons and Bob Martin,
president of Marion National, said the principal
benefit of the sale would
be increased capital,
which would permit the
bank to make more and
larger loans.

on several charges

Police arrest man,

juvenile

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — A 19-year-old
Lexington man and a 16year-old juvenile have
been charged in the alleged kidnapping, robbery
and rape of a woman,
police said.
The woman, 26, was
released about 5 a.m.
Tuesday when a Scott

value is $527 a share.

unlawful imprisonment,
first-degree rape, seconddegree assault, firstdegree robbery and firstdegree wanton endangerment.
Detective Philip Vogel
said Lynem allegedly
drove the car while the
juvenile raped and
assaulted the woman.

County sheriff's deputy first-degree robbery,
stopped the car in first-degree unlawful imGeorgetown. The woman prisonment, theft by
said she was abducted at unlawful taking and
gunpoint outside a Lex- second-degree assault,
ington bar Monday night, according to Fayette
driven to Cincinnati and District Court records.
A hearing was schedulthen to Georgetown.
Andre R. Lynem, 19, ed this morning for the
pleaded innocent juvenile, who was chargWednesday to charges of ed with first-degree

The woman was released from the University of
Kentucky Medical Center
after treatment for
bruises and a broken
finger.
Lynem remained in the
Fayette County Jail in
lieu of $20,000 bond. The
juvenile was being held at
the detention center.
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Prices Good
3-4-82
Thru 3-10-82

Bonus Special
Choice of 1 With
$15.00 Order

•

•

Site Bowe or Parlay

f

OLEO
Ilelliais

yde Park

•

Bread

Tissue
Save $1.20
16 Oz.

c

6

SAUCE

4 Roll Pkg.

COOKIES

oz $169

trill 8.8.0.

Hogg!Xi Instant

• CRACKERS...,

POTATOES --7--.--T.

Lk. Oa69C

Mazola Pre

$979

CORN OIL
Deals C Pin

• • SALMON

fresciS awes,

1512E.

sII

POTATOES

L

4

$919

Wm Unsweetened Pink Grapefruit

JUICE46'oz.

L

.
•
•
.

TOWELS

U.S. Choice
Boneless

89c

Cheek
Roast
17

link 16 CL - —I---:..

•

tin lives

ãC

CAT FOOD

18 oz.

Green Chat C. S.

11a

2/89c

hest,

c
2/b.1$1 9

OhPe Yellin..

'Torre Oils

TOMATO SAUCE

89

POPCORN

15a NC

allywned Sallower

OIL

Ground
Beef
1 19

Grade A Chicken

•

32oz $1
"

111

CHARLIE
jBROWN%
A,

Breast
$J29

•1

Q•••••••••
aril Ammer* mid
Asigulag %call

1
1
99c

way

Lb

101

ea

COITEEMATE

Economy

89

bagc

MEFAME

1102.2/89c

CORN

Swiss
Steak

•
•

II

II

trra

CORN
Bereen PastCut Green
„ 32az. $1
"

LIQUID

U.S. Choice Boneles
Arm Cut

•
•

$139

Piss Dep. r Bottles

iI

All Three
With
$45.00
Order

limit 5 lb.
Save 90'
With $15.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Day Prawns

lersloll

PEPSI COLA

(

Both with
$30.00
Order

69C

CPU Cola or

•
•

Holly

5gc

Hyde Park Paper
.

With $15.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

,s, NC

freers Scallop ..,

Save $1.05

limit 2

With $15.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

38,5/$1
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18 ii.
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.49c
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Arrangementfor mines, mineralschool at UK now underway
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FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The irony of Kentucky's situation, a national leader in coal production with no accreditation for its mining
school, may be remedied

in a few years.
An arrangement is
underway between the
1982 legislature and the
minerals industry to construct a $14 million mines
and minerals school at

mineral permit fees to colleges, located in would be allocated to the
continue its funding
Hazard, Madisonville and new project.
UK would continue to
He indicated that it
Cumberland.
offer the mining and
The plan was explained would depend on any prominerals program and Wednesday in a news con- posal by the governor to
mining courses would be ference by House increase various fees for
given at three community Speaker Bobby Richard- state services, possibly
son, D-Glasgow, and including coal and other
Senate President Pro mineral permit fees.
Tern Joe Prather, D-Vine
Brown is scheduled to
Grove.
address the legislature
A basic agreement has Thursday to disclose just
Kentucky for a couple of
been
reached with in- what he has in mind for
pennies a mile," he said.
dustry to set up a trust raising extra revenue by
Metts said that the pro- fund, they said.
this approach.
posed transportation
Apparently that would
Richardson said that
budget for the next two fill the gap left by the
design and planning for
fiscal years is only 103 failure of Gov. Jbhn Y.
the new UK facility may
percent above that of 1976 Brown Jr. to include a
be completed by 1984. He
while the General Fund is new mining and minerals
did not estimate when
seeking 220 percent of its school at UK in his proconstruction might be
1976 level and the cost of posed two-year budget.
finished.
living since then has risen
Kentucky, which leads
"UK is not only
to a comparable 159 per- the nation in coal output,
agreeable, but anxious to
cent.
does not have accredita- see the program im"We shouldn't have to tion for its current mining plemeted," Richardson
make a case that we need school on the Lexington said. "Industry is aware
the money," the campus.
of our efforts to increase
transportation secretary
Richardson said no permit fees."
said.
details are available yet
The eventual goal,
Metts said Kentucky's on how much in fees Richardson said, is actoll roads continue to
operate in effect on a handout from the state.
He said the net $11
million yearly in tolls
they yield are about
enough to maintain them,
while the state pays $48
million annually for both
maintenance and debt
service.

Metts announces fund-raising plan
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The wave of the
future in Road Fund
money is with a proposed
new formula in truck
fees, Transportation
Secretary Frank Metts
says.
The secretary has
estimated that plan
would raise $72 million
annually for the state.
He told legislators
Wednesday that the state
no longer can depend on
stabilized revenue from
motor fuels taxes
"because that's a noman's land to get a handle on."
Metts' comments to a
Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committee
seemed to take a different turn from what he
said a week ago.
At that time, he suggested linking the state's
gasoline tax to a federal
index that has been rising
annualy.

But in the latest
testimony he merely endorsed a 10-cent-pergallon floor without
reference to the index.
Instead, the secretary
appeared to stress his
hopes for a weightdistance tax on trucks
that would yield the $72
million.
Under such an arrangement, Metts said, the
trucking industry would
be paying for two-thirds
of the Road Fund.
He said the No. 1 cause
of highway deterioration
is the weather, with
trucks next, and that the
proposed weight-timesdistance levy is fair.
But Sen. John Doug
Hays, D-Pikeville, said
what is not fair is to have
trucks tearing up roads in
Eastern Kentucky and
not receiving a special
allotment under Metts'
proposal for that
damage.

•

•

the University of Kentucky.
Included would be a
bond issue for building
the new facility plus
legislation which would
set aside a portion of all

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — After several
delays resembling a good
four-corner offense, a bill
to require the University
of Kentucky and University of Louisville to play
each other in basketball
and football will Belay
get its day in the
Legislature.
The House Education
Committee Wednesday
voted 12-4 to make the
bill, sponsored by Rep.
Louie Guenthner, RLouisville, the first order
of business at its March
10 meeting after rejecting
an attempt to bring the
bill up Wednesday.
Committee chairman,
Rep. Jody Richards, DBowling Green, refused
to recognize Rep. Carl
Nett, D-Louisville for a
motion on the bill, saying
it was not on the committee's agenda.
Nett then appealed the

Unless something is set
aside for coal roads, Hays
said, the proposed truck
tax "does not solve our
problem."
Metts did not argue
directly, focusing instead
on the probable future for
state transportation
revenue.
"Four to six years from
now, the methodology
will take the truck tax into account," he said.
"We're just not taking
fuels into account."
Metts said half of the
projected $72 million
from the truck levies
would come from out-ofstate trucks.
But he said this would
not lead to any decline in
truck travel in this state
because north-south interstates in Kentucky are
widely used by truckers
and the state's gasoline
prices are lower than
most.
"Nobody will avoid

= By DENISE
FITZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer

Used record albums
may not come wrapped in
shiny new plastic, but
they can mean substantial savings for music collectors.
As the price of new
albums has steadily
grown,so has the number
of businesses that offer
used albums at greatly
reduced prices.
And spokesmen for
those businesses say that,
while a used album normally sells for no more
than half as much as its
new counterpart, it still
offers comparable quality.
"It's amazing how people will pay $3 more for
that plastic shrinkwrap,"
said Chris Buxton, who owns Bear's
Wax Record Exchange in
Lexington.
Buxton buys used
records from the public,
as do most other dealers
of his type in Kentucky.
Because he's careful
about which ones he
selects, he is able to resell
them with a guarantee.
"You get to be pretty
picky," he said, "and you
only buy the ones that are
in good shape."
After they're cleaned
up, Buxton's records sell
for anywhere between 50
cents and $4.50. If a
customer is unhappy with
a record that sold for $1
or more, he gives them a
full refund.
Greg Gabbard, who
manages another used
record store in Lexington
called Cut Corner, agreed
that used records can offer as much satisfaction
as new ones for a lot less
money.,
"Wrprice our records
according to their condition
their populari-

necessary to keep the
new facility going and,
before 1984, "we have to
produce $500,000 to
$750,000 up front."
He said the mining
school program has proved invaluable as a training center for engineers.
'In addition, the
engineers' expertise in
the area of mine safety
training has
demonstrated its worth
time and again," the
House speaker said. "The
mineral industry is too
important to the economy
of our state for us to fail
to fund these programs."
Richardson said the
university must provide
qualified manpower, uptp-date research and
readilY available public
services.
He said the trust fund
would provide enoUgh
financing to improve current programs and handle some expansion.

adie Ihaek

to getploy in legisiature

ruling, but the committee
voted 9-4 to uphold
Richards'decision.
Nett charged that
Richards had violated
House rules that
guarantee individual
members the right to
have a bill considered in
committee. He said
Richards should also extend the courtesy to
Guenthner to have the bill
decided one way or the
other.
"I only asked for one
minute, that's all it would
have taken," Nett said.
"We have tied up 10
minutes because one man
is opposed to the bill."

ed.
Richards offered to
place the bill on the agenda for the next meeting
prior to the committee
_
vote.
Rep. Jimmy White, DBarbourville, said he
stronglysupports the bill,
but also agreed with
Richards' decision. White
then moved to make "the
roundball bill" the first
order of business at the
March 10 meeting.

Rep. Clayton Little, DHartley, who had used
several parliamentary
moves to stall the bill
when it was first considered Feb. 10, moved
Richards noted that unsuccessfully to adGuenthner rejected an at- journ.
tempt to bring the bill up
"If we can't do
last week because he anything constructive,
didn't have the votes. He we might as well quit,"
also said he doubted if the Little said. "This seems
bill ould be disposed of as to have taken the number
quickly as Nett contend- one priority over all other

educational matters
since the session
started."
Guenthner has contended his bill would generate
more than $2 million from
ticket sales, concessions
And television rights..
However,- when the bill
comes up next week, it
will contain an amendment that Little had attached at the Feb. 10
meeting that Guenthner's
contends guts the bill.
The amendment would
replace theHniversity of
Kentucky- Invitational
Tournament with a midDecember basketball
tournament involving all
of the four-year, statesupported universities. It
removes the football
games from the bill.
Guenthner is expected
to try to get the amendment removed while the
bill is in committee.

Abed record albumsbig business in Kentucky
.

creditation of a mining
and minerals school at
the university.
The UK school recently
received a $1.5 million
donation from the
minerals industry, but
that is for enhancement
of staff and teaching
facilities.
"It indicates the industry 's interest,"
Richardson said. "Industry has been very
cooperative.,"
Richardson said a final
draft on financing in the
form of a bill would be introduced next Thursday
in the 1982 General
Assembly.
As tentatively planned,
a commission appointed
by Richardson and
Prather could suggest the
permit fee needed and
this would be implemented by regulations.
Richardson said $2.1
million annually would be

ty," said Gabbard, who
also guarantees the used
records he sells for $1 or
more.

,praises each used record
that customers bring in,
and pay between 50 cents
and $3 in coupons for each
one.

Mark Steiner, proprietor of The Great
Escape in Louisville, said
of the used record trade:
"It's a hot business right
Other stores allow
now.,,
The coupons can be usbuyers to trade their old
Steiner's store also
records for credit on ed as credit on any pur- sells used albums at
other used or new chase at the store, said reduced prices, but with
albums. Mark Richard- Richardson. Karma no guarantee.
son, a sales clerk at Kar- guarantees its used
"We don't buy anything
ma Records in Louisville, records up to 10 days, he in bad condition," he exsaid his business ap- added.
plained.

Gibson Means
Choice Meats

Compact Music System-28% Off! AM/FM Stereo,
3-Speed Phonoand Cassette Record/Play Deck
Clarinette® -105 by Realistic

Save$80
95
279.95
• Illuminated VU Meters and
Dual Record-Level Controls
• Aux Input—Add Another
Cassette, 8-Track or TV Sound
Great-sounding all-in-one system!
Record from radio, changer, or
"live" with mike jacks. Changer
features cue/pause lever, dust
cover. Amplifier has 2/4-speaker
switch, separate bass and treble
controls, stereo headphone jack.
Speakers have 8" woofer, 3"
tweeter. #13-1207-

Tapes not included

With Matching 22"-High 2-Way Speaker Systems

_.-Maignetic7Mount CB Makes Driving Safer, More Fu
Mobile CB Antenna TRC-421A by Realistic!'
Save
SPECIAL
PURCHASE
40
588 No
Holes
to Drill—
Replace your old antenna—
compares to others costing
rriiich more! With 16' cable and
plug. #21-1005

5915,

Never Drlie
"Alone" Again!

No Tools

Get help, hiway info, or pass the time on long trips! LED
channel readout, lighted S/RF meter. Add an external
speaker and it's a mobile public address system! Better
hurry! #21-1502 With mike, mounting hardware

24-Watt Under-Dash Car Stereo Cassette Player
By Realistic

Save

Choice Whole

Ribeye

1-12

Avg.

With speaker cable mounting hardware

Superb sound at a fraction of the cost of factory
• Auto-Eject When Ignition is Turned Off
installations! Loudness control, instant manual
• Separate Bass and Treble Controls
eject Stereo headphone jack #12-1809

Dot, Mopped sod Frozen Free

Outside Grilling Time Again

•hi

Peed Pere Groom!lief

Steaks

12IL hex$

699

Fresh Order Of
Frosty Acres

Gibson's Country

Ham

Choice Sides Of Beef.
cit.
225 To 275 Lbs

1 39

Phone Yoor Orders In

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
Y07

lrf St.

Pb... 752. 1111111
1101111t1 :011 S:041 Ms*.-Fri

We Ac:opt Feed
Steeps

-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray "

By Microntao

Cut 9A88
38%

95
39
Reg

Current/Voltage
Range-Doubler

3788

Reg.49.95

Handy 43-Range Multitester

E11111

Battery Backup °parities
Clock for Up to 8 Hours

Wrapped Free

tb

24%
Off
Battery extra

Frozen
Vegetables

Whole Half, or By The Slice

AM/FM Clock Radio With
Battery Backup Chronodate-229
by Realistic

Displays date or time.
Battery Sentinel warns of
weak battery. #12-1536

Measures AC/DC volts,
DC amps, resistance,
decibels. With test leads.
#22-204 Batteries extra

Personal-Size Portable Cassette
Recorder CTR-48 by Realistic

40% Off

1
88
6R9e9
g

Batteries extra

Get it at $28.07 off! Built-in mike and Auto-Level assure
perfect recordings anywhere! Tape counter and audible
cue/review let you locate selections fast Pause control,
Auto-Stop. Only 4'4)(6 '4x2' #14-802

Earphone and
Carry Case Included

Check Your Phone Book for the Rambo That*Store or Dealer Nearest You
PRICIS MAY VARY AT iNDIVIDUAl STORE S AN() Of Alt

A DIVISION Of ',ANDY Cl/DP011AI ION
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COPY AVAILABLE
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PSC reorganization okayed;
selections to be confirmed

••••(

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - The state
Legislature has gone
along with Gov. John Y.

pointments are made
more than 90 days before
the start of a session.
Meanwhile, the Senate
Energy Committee
Wednesday voted to
recommend confirmation
of the three members
Brown named to the PSC
last year.
PSC Chairman Marlin
Volz and commissioners
Dennis Carrigan and
Katherine Randall, who
appeared before the committee, were personally
praised by the
lawmakers,
"The concerns I have
had in the past have been
answered by this commission," said Sen.
Frank Miller, D-Bowling
Green.
However, Sen. Doug
Moseley, R-Columbia,
noted that said that con-

Brown Jr.'s reorganization of the state Public
Service Commisson and
began the process of confirming his appointments
to the PSC.
However, the
Legislature is also moving to see that it has more
say between sessions in
the future.
The state House of
Representatives
Wednesday passed a
Senate bill approving the
PSC reorganization.
However, the House
amended the bill to require interim legislative
confirmation if future appointments to the commission are made between sessions of the
General Assembly.
The bill passed 80-7 and
now goes back to the
Senate for consideration
of the amendment, which
would require confirmation of the Joint Interim
Energy Committee if ap-

firmation nearly two
years after Brown bad
revamped the commission "seems like rather a

silly exercise required by
law."
The appointments now
go to the full Senate.

1, Legal Notice

The Joint Interim State
Government Committee
last year delayed giving
its endorsement, which
had no effect of law, to
the appointments as a
protest to Brown
reorganizing the utility
commission against the
wishes of the legislature.
Brown abolished the
former utility and energy
regulatory commissions
and created the new fulltime Public Service Commission through an executive order in the spring of 1980, shortly after
the General Assembly
had adjourned.
The legislature had rejected an administration
bill during the session to
accomplish the same
thing.
The House also passed
a bill requested by the
commission to put a recent change in its rules
requiring utilities to give
30 days notice of their intention to seek rate increases, into law.
The bill passed 54-34
and goes to the Senate.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
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terest at the daily
rate of $2.2404 from

5. Lost and Found
Lost. bird dog 12 years
old, white with brown
spots Doberman Pin
cher Call 759-4156 after
5p.m
or 753 8 298
9 5p.m Lost in vicinity
of East 9/ Friday about
10 miles out.
Lost: gray and tan
Siamese male cat. Lost
from 1501 Belmont
Sunday. Reward.
Child's pet. 753-8198.
Lost in vicinity of 12th
and Main. White. blueeyed female. 1 year old
kitten. Needs medical
attention. Please call
753-0804.

6. Help Wanted
Need a bodyman also
transmission man. References required.
Paris area 901-644-1156

Wanted
Lady to live in and
care for elderly invalid women.
Private home, room,
board and salary.
Call 153-8850 8:30
AM-5:00 PM or 153after 1:00
Part-time secretary
needed at First
Presbyterian Church.
Call between the hours
of 9 a.m. lla.m.
753-6460.
Summe'r employment
teacher and resident
adviser positions.
Temporary,
full-time
for June 4-August 4.
Application deadline
March 26. 1982. Inquire
at Upward Bound Office
MSU Gatlin House 16th
and Hamilton Murray,
Ky. 42071 or call
762-4327. E.O.E.

9. Situation Wanted
Responsible mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children. 5
minutes east of town.
759-1692.

10. Business Opportunity

2. Notice

I ALWAYS WONDERED

WHAT HAPPE-NEr TO OLD
WORN-OUT HIRED 1-1AND5

Beautician- Have your
own business. Used
equipment for sale.
Hydraulic chair,
shampoo bowl
2 dryer
chairs,
3x4 mirror,
heavy duty mat. Call
753-2473.

For Sole
large assortment
of genuine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaves
36 different styles
$2.95 Each.

NO,MA:AM-- I'M GOING

NANCY, ARE YOU
GOING TO EAT
YOUR SALAD
WITHOUT
DRESSING 2

/

O

00 0

fr

o
ci

0

PASS!

PASS!
'PASS!
PASS!

PASS!
PA55!

Take your tiny tot's
Into Carter Studio, el
"'Special packages ore ID
available
'

•

Carter Studio

300 Mem

753 8795

_
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THAT
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HERE,I'LL LEAVE
YOu Ti-i1ZEE
DOZEN
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Antiques
WE TRIEP EVERY - Th
THING WE COULD TO
FINP YOUR TRUE
IDENTITY, RE X .
WE FOUND
NOTHING

WE 5ENT PHOTO& OF THE
NECKLACE

STAR -DiAmOND
TO JEWELERS
AROUND THE
WORLD.

"I HOPED
THE'RAKER
IDENTIFY
17„, AND THE
BUYFR "

WOut

..,474400wwwwenft

..
,
wiabimmpAximpasedw"

For sale or trade established business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any reasonable offer considered. Owner financing available. Call 753/109 after 5p.m.
Furnished masonary 2
bedroom cabin Cyprus
area. Would trade for
camper, boat, truck or
other property. 753-3672.
House and 11 acres to
swap or sell for house in
town or outside city

Open 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.

C M/2 UnINd Fefiliare 5.0101cako. Inc

4
1171
4
11 EL:ww=
.
:?
,A
.
c.

We Buy
Is."
Como by and sea our
Weather Vane's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Main Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon..
Sot.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sun.

Used Sliding glass doors
and used brown 2
compartment sink. Call
753-0132 days or 434 5433

Call 753.4143. Saturday's 10-9.
daily between 5:00 and
10 00p.m.

16. Home Furnishings

_Ibnits,?hone 750-109.__

marble
tall

6ft.
and S

753-5561.
Antique wooden

"Vice
Presidents" desk. 5 '.ft.
long and 34in. deep. Call
753-4143. Saturday's
10-9, daily between 5:00
and 10:00p.m.
Beautiful living room
suite,
baby bed,
ref r iger,
a to r,
gun
trunk,
oak dresser, beds. 7539138.
For sale Ammana deep
freeze in excellent condition. Chest type. 7536278.
For sale coffee table,
end table and occasional table. Cherry
French Provincial. 1928111J.
One Early American
style couch. Call 7591075 Mon.-Fri. 8-I.

19. Farm Equipment
1974 5000 Ford with 10ft.
Birch wheel disk, 4-14in.
plows. 753-8555.
B Allis Chalmer tractor
with new tires. Good
condition with cultivator, plow and disc. All
for 51100. 502-924-5015.
Cattle rack for long bed
Ford pickup. Used 900 x
20 truck tires. Call
753-3229.

20. Sports Equipment
Minnkota 565 trolling
motor foot control. Like
new
long shaft. Save
$100. Phone 753-1556
after 6p.m.

22. Musical

24. Miscellaneous
327 Chevy engine $250.
73-77 Chevelle front cap
$225. 73 80 Chevy truck
rear end, truck tool box
$50.. 716 x 19ft. log chain
845.
istic

channel

40

Real-

CB $40.. 400 Oldsmobile, Pontiac. or
Buick transmission 690.
Can install all parts.
Call 759-1200 before
5p.m.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS,
bookcases,
music centers.
etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Air compressors for
sale. Dill Electric.
Chrome 8

spoke western

Chevrolet wheels and
tires. 4 G 70's and 2 L
60's. $350.135 4216.
Fireplace insert.
Bought new for $670.
Used 1 month. price
$200. Call 753-2878.
Leather coat and sport
coats. size 40, dreis
shirts 16-32,
Levi's,
pants 32-32,
rock slid
roll records and tapes at
711 W. Main Apt. 9. Sat.
and Sun. noon till 5p.m.
One heat lamp 575.. 1
Shuwolr well pump,
pressure tank and foot
valve $75.. 85000 BTU
Kerosene heater $150.. 1
garden tiller $100. Call
759-1771.
Panasonic AM -FM
stereo receiver with
doby system cassette
and turn table. 2I1n
speakers. 30in. coppertone range. Call after
3p.m. 901-247-5547.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18in.-24 in.
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
Unclaimed lay-away
bicycles. 2-201n. girls
bikes balance due $59.
each. 1 men's 17in.
15-speed balance due
$88. New warranty new
bike. At your local
Huffy Service Center.
Coast to Coast
Hardware.
Wheat straw for sale. 75
cents a bale. Call 4742744 after 5p.m.

26. TV-Radio

WANTED
Respeasolie party to
take up primate on
like new phew.

CUYTONS
753-7575
CAR STEREO Pioneer.
Kenwood,
Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional intallation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. Mobile Home Sales

INFLATION
PRICES
as Car Stereos by
Sari, Maier sod
Marantz. Expert InstaNatioa and :orrice.

WORLD OF
SOUND

23. Exterminating

Relley's Termite
Pest Control
_

top

with
drawers.

222 S. 12th
753-5065
Shop god Callers

13, For Sale or Trade

Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113

TO DRESS FIRST

Gibson guitar. aucustic
or electric. 753 3229.

BF Goodrich
all terrain I4in.
tires. Driven a p •
proximately 200 miles.
489 2604 or 489.2252 after
SP-m

mirror

the amount of the
purchase bond and
the interest computed at the rate of
8% per annum that
has accrued from
the date of execution to the date of
full payment to the
United States Marshal, The real
estate shall be sold
free and clear of
any and all liens
and encumbrances,
except for any
state, county, city
or school ad
valorem taxes
which may be due
and payable or
assessed against
said property at the
time of sale, .and
shall be sold free
and clear of any
right or equity of
redemption. The
rights of all parties
shall attach to the
proceeds of the sale
of the
in the stim,4 manner
and with the same
effect as they attach to the property
prior to the sale.
Ralph H. Boling
United States Marshal
Western District of
Kentucky
204 U.S. Courthouse
Building
Louisville, Kentucky 40202

plus additional in-

Two

radialS

dresser.

purchaser with approved surety,
made payable to
the United States
Marshal for the
Western District of
Kentucky. The purchaser of said real
estate is given the
right to pay in full

of October 7,. 1981,

22. Musical

Antique

said purchase price
being in cash on the
date of sale and a
bond for the
balance of said purchase price shall be
executed by the

$31,161.70, _talus accrued interest in the
amount of $551.13 as

Only witness heard
Wednesday.

1.156

BIBLE CALL
Rejected - 759-4444.
Children's Story 751-4445.

bidder at the place
and time above
mentioned for cash
or upon a credit of
30 days, with 15% of

The above
described real
estate is being sold
to satisfy a lien in
the _amount of

15. Articles for Sale

after 7p.m
Vertical steel 4 drawer
filing cabinet 25in. deep.

The real estate
will be sold to the
highest and best

as recorded in Plat
Book 2, Page 39, are
made a part of this
conveyance as if
they were written
herein in full, except the restriction
concerning a
residence with a
flat roof, see waiver
of record in the office of the Clerk
aforesaid in Deed
Book 127, page 390.
BEING the same
property acquired
by Gary Charles
Hollander and Judy
Ann Hollander, his
wife, by deed dated
October 14, 1980,
and recorded on
MICROFILM in
Book 161, Card 1366,
in the Office of the
Clerk Of the
Calloway County
Court.

state Democratic Chairman Howard "Sonny"
Hunt Jr. directed the
sharing of commissions
from state insurance
policies from 1975-78.
A guilty plea was
entered by Hunt last
month to charges con-

54 Bye

DIAMOND
$19.00 sack sot on
year charm sr Pendant. Nit Gimmicks!
Lea's Insmodiate
Jewelry Repair
404 N. 12th

TERMS OF SALE

the hour of 11:00
a.m., at the
Calloway County
Courthouse door,
Murray, Kentucky,
I will sell to the
highest and best
bidder the following
real estate:
Lot No. 2 in Block
"C" of Bagwell
Manor Subdivision
to the town of Murray, Kentucky as
-shown by revised
plat of record in the
office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court in Plat
Book 2, Page 39.
The restrictions inscribed on the plat
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2. Notice

October 7, 1981, until date of judgment
and interest
thereafter on said
judgment at the
rate of 8% per annum until paid, plus
costs,
disbursements and
expenses.

0226 -P(J), on
March 25, 1982, at

Woman appears
before grand jury

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

1. Legal Notice

NOTICE OF
UNITED STATES
MARSHAL'S SALE
By virtue of judgment and order of
sale dated January
25, 1982, directed to
me and issued from
the Office of the
Clerk of the United
States District
Court for the
WEstern District ef
Kentucky. Paducah
Division, in the Action of United
States of America,
Plaintiff vs. Gary
Charles Hollander,
et al, Defendants,
Civil Action C81-

x

12x55 Trailer. Underpinning, awning, and
meter pole. 759-4523
after Ip.m.
12x65 Trailer for sale or
rent. 759-1987.
12x70 Festival. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, central
a
conditioning unit,
underp inn ing included.
753-5561.
1972 Winchester. 1 bedroom 12x60. Call 7599944
1971 Park Ville 12x60.
All electric,
central
heat
air conditioned,
house furniture, excellent condition. 753-4091.
1978 Challenger 12x60. 2
bedroom. all electric,
central air, fiberglass
underpinning. 2 sets of
steps
large sundeck.
recently re modeled.
Call 354-8669.
1980 14x16 mobile home;
Excellent insulation, central electric. Cali "

14. Want to Buy
Good used piano. 137480.
Mobile home in
Buchanan area with 3
bedrooms for around
$3000. Call 815-251-42111
after 5p.m. or write
Robert Winstead Rt. 2
Dixon, Ill. 61021.
Stamp and coin collection or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
767-4169.
Standing timber large
or small track. Call
1374733.
Wanted: used 10 speed
bike. Good condition.
753.1113 after 5:30p.m.
Want to buy all types of
timber including white
oak veneer. Will pay
cash. 753 4984 after
5p.m.

15. Articles for Sale
Ladies coat size 24 /
1
2.
753-8236.
Martin houses 6 room

tun, 12 room MIA
1

room
5 9

$49.99.
99 .

24

MIR

wallets

Hardware Paris.
Tillers 5hp Briggs and
Straton engine chain
drive. $269.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Tobacco sticks. Call
345 2861 or 247 3953.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. WiseSt.eimilmecimorpow,
Specializing in Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Hours
Mon., Toes., Wad., Than., Fri., Sot.
740-2:31- 753-3615

OVC TOURNAMENT
SPECIAL
Ramada Inn
Bowling Green, Ky.
Up To 4 People $28.00
March 5th and 6th
For Reservations Call:
800-228-2828
502-781-3000
Bring this ad to receive Special
Rate

•
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/I. Mobile Home Rentals
aucustic
129

le $250.
Tont cap
tvy truck
, tool box
log chain
lel Real.
400 Old
iaG
or
sion $90.
I parts.
before
MADE
Ts
e s
etc.
1566.
ors for
western
els and
and 2 L
S.
nsert.
$674).
price

id sport
dreis
Levi's:
5ck add
tapes at
9. Sat.
5p.m.
$75..
1
pump,
[nd foot
00 BTU
$150.. 1
DO. Call

M FM
r with
:assette
e. 241n
copper II after
I E D
Mixed
I

a rick
John

P -away
. girls
ue $59.
27 in.
e due
ty new
local
Center.
o ast

sale. 75
ill 474-

Furnished 1 bedroom,
carpeted apartment. V2
block from University.
Call 753-2967 after 5p m.
Furnished apartment
near university. 153313.4 or 753-6177.
Furnished apartment, 3
rooms and bath. Priv
ate entrance.
garage.
Prefer 1 person: No
pets. Call 753-1293.
Lakeland Wesley Village now renting 1
bedroom elderly apartments, HUD Rent
Subsidy Program. Apply
L.W.V. U.S.68 at
Jonathan Creek,
Benton. Ky. 41025. 502-354
8888. An Equal Housing
Two bedroom nice Opportunity.
Mobile Home furnished. One bedroom un
T
furnished apartment.
antenna. $145. 759-1305.
New wall to wall carpet,
re -modeled kitchen
Deposit and references
30. Business Rentals
required.
Call Spann Realty Assoc. for all your real
Mini
estate needs. 753-7724.
Warthogs*
One bedroom furnished
apartment. $90. a
Storage Space
month. 121 North next to
For Rent
fairgrounds. 753-3139.
753-4758
One or 2 bedroom
apartments for rent at
Embassy Apartments.
32. Apts. For Rent
Call 753-3530 or 753-4331.
Duplex newly decorated Two bedroom duplex.
near college. 1 bed- Central heat and air. No
room,
appliances fur- pets. $210. month. $200.
nished. Coleman Real deposit. Lease required.
Estate 753-9898.
Call after 5p.m.
FOR SALE: 2 bedroom 753-6699.
furnished garage apartment. 1 block from 33. Rooms for Rent
campus. 1606 /
1
2 Miller. One block from MSU.
No pets. Call 753-1203.
Living room, kitchen.
One and 2 bedroom and laundry facilities.
apartments near down- Boys only. $60. deposit,
town Murray. Call 753- $60. per month. 759-4538.
4109 or 436-2844.
Two bedroom furnished 34. Houses for Rent
apartment 311 N. 5th . A brick home located on
Water furnished. $155. approximately 1 1/2
per month. No pets. Call acres with 3 bedrooms.
753-1203.
1/
1
2 baths. dining area. 2
Two bedroom apart- miles from Murray.
ment. Partial utilities $300. per month. Call
Century 21 Loretta
paid. Call 753-2422.
Realtors at 753Upstairs 2 bedroom Jobs.
1492.
apartment. Furnished,
utilities paid. No chil- Two bedroom on Kendren. No pets. Call tucky Lake. 753-8087,
753-1739.
753-7980. 753-1863.
Vacant furnished 2 be- Two bedroom brick
droom apartment with duplex. Appliances
washer and dryer. Col- furnished, central heat
eman Real Estate 753- and air. Coleman Real
9898.
Estate 753-9898.

AUCTION

TUESDAY, MARCH, 9, 1982
10:00 A.M.-RAIN OR SHINE
FORD-RICHARDSON TRACTOR CO.
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
TRACTORS
1NC146$ • INC 4366 w/3 Pt., 30.5x32 Rub., 1500
Hrs. • INC 240 yr/Loader • J.D. 2010 • INC
.504 • IHC 544 Dal., "New Engine" • &C.0-17
wP3 Pt. • INC 240 • Two IHC-A w/Culb. • INC
464 %id/1200 Hrs. • IHC Su. C w/Culti. • Two
IHC-M Forma • 11-IC 300 wiloader • A.C.-Ei WI
Guth., Plow, Disc. • Ford 6000

,COMBINES

ales

Underand
i9- 4523

sale or

3 bedcentral

URluded,
2 bed-

It 75

12x60.
entr al
oned,
exceli091.
1)460.
ctric,
!rglass
iets of
deck.
leled.

home
Bea,

ci

•

M.F. 300 wCab, lid. Control • INC 815 w/15'
Plat., 4 Row 30 Corn Hd. • INC 915 Dol. •
CEE•Orter F-2 "Sharp" • J.D. 6600 Dsl., 14' Flo.
Cut. Bar • INC 615 w/13'-1310 Pint • INC 915 w
154310 Mat., Flo. Cut. Bar • M.F. 300 w/13 Plat.
• INC 715 w/13' Plat. • N.H. 975 w/13' Plat., 4
Row Corn 1-4d • INC 715 Hydrostat, Ou. Attach
• Case 960 wCab • J.D. 95 weCab, Hd. Control
• J.D. 95 W14' Plat., 435 Corn Hd. • M.F. 222
Corn tid. • INC 229 Corn 1-1d • C114/0114$ 435
Corn Fid.
FIELD EQUIPMENT
J.D. 6 Row No-Till Planter • Bush Hog 5'-3 Pt
Rotary Cutter • INC Cub Plow • INC 650 Silage
Cutter w/Both Hds. • Brillion 10' Cultimulcher •
INC 440 5x16" Plow "Sharp" • Burch 4 Row
Cutti. • Ford 5' Frail Mower • J.D. 10' Culbmulcher • INC 2 Pt. Sub-Soiler • Superior Manure Loader • Weldon 8' Fr. Mt. Blade • Bush
Hdg Pull-Type Rotary Cutter • INC Fast Hitch
Mower • Larson 6000 Itx Fert. Spreader • M.F.
5x16- Ptow • J.D. 5x16" Semi-Plow • INC 511 5
Eftm. Plow • INC 720 6x18" On Land Plow, "Like
New"• INC 560 6x16- On Land Mow • INC 440
5x16" Plow • INC 309 3 Btm. Plow • INC 560
6x16" On Land Plow • INC 710 5x16" On Land
Plow • INC 541 4 Btm. Plow • Case 302"
Plow • J.D. 4x16" Semi-Plow • Ford 4x16"
Plow • INC 3 Pt. 4 Btm. Plow • INC 3 Btrn. Plow
• INC 2x14" Su. C Plow • INC 194 1 Fur. Plow
• A.C. 2 Btm. Plow • J.D. 10' Do•All • INC 475
18' Flyd. Fold Disc • Case 17' Fold Disc • Two
MC 370 13' Disc "New Blades" • INC 470 16'
Fold Disc • INC 490 24' Hyd. Fold Disc w/Harrow
• Athens 90 21' Flex Hyd. Fold Disc • Krause
21' Hyd. Fold Disc • J.D. 16' Fold Disc • INC 6'
Drag Disc • INC 8' Fast Hitch Disc • Tuf-Line
10' Disc • J.D. 10' Wheel Disc • Krause 21'
Hyd. Fold Disc • INC 370 10' Wheel Disc • INC
500 4 Row Cyclo Planter • INC 400 6-30 Cyclo
Planter wino. Boxes • J.D. 2 Row 3-Pt. Planter
• INC 400 6-30 Cyclo Planter wiferl & ncl.
Boxes • IHC 400 8 Row Cyclo Planter w/Fert.
End Transport • Century Pub Sprayer "New •
Thrifty 4 Row Cutti. • flys INC 153 4 Row Cult.
• Ford 4 Row Cutti. • Burch 4 Row Cult. • Two
INC 53 4 Row Cutti. • INC 156 6-30 Cult. •
Krause 10' 3-Pt, Chisel w/Hyd. Gu. Wheels •
Krause 119-Tine V Plow w43u. Wheats, "Demo."
• New Idea 200 Bu. Manure Spreader w/New
Chain • G.T. 45' Grain Auger • Electric Wheel
4 Wheel Wagon • INC 645 18' 1-tyd. Fold Field
Cult • J.D. 10' Or Drill • 18' Tandem Axle All
Steel Trailer • Sev. Hyd.
1974 Chevy 1 Ton I
vrtStftyllecl, 4 Speed • 1974
Ford Pickup 4 Wheel Dr . 4 Speed • 1973 Int.
AC, Pr Steering • 1969 Int. wAuto Trans., Pr
Steering
INC 106 Cacel#144E.Ter
;t
iN2" Mower •
Ford 120 12 H P., Elec. Start, 42" Mower • INC
122 Cadet 12 HP, 42" Mower • 111.F. Cadet 7
H P. Elect Start. 38" Mower • INC 115 Cadet 8
.
0
.F;;;;•
32"Mower
Prepared To Fkid Several Additional
kerns Added To Thls List, Because Denny and
Rudy Are Trading Wild Every Day. Thie Will
Once Again Be Another Ford-Richardson Spectacular! Selling Under The Rules Of Absolute
Auction! No Buy Backs! No Minimums! No Reservations!!Ph. 502-247-4747.
TERMS: Strictly Cash, Cashier's Checks or Approved Chock! NO EXCEPTIONS!! BANK LETTERS Ate a Must GUARANTEEING PAYMENT
OF CHE K F
AN nit •
Be,
II

JAMES R. CASH
TN' •uCTiuNtifa
FANCY E•RNI KENTUCKY
SO2 62311466 oi 502 623 6939
suufwouccissFuL SALES IN SIVIRAL sT•TEs

COPY AVAILABLE
imgmet-i-r

0011101111m

34. Houses for Rent

32. Apts. For Rent

10x42 mobile home. Air
condition,
furnished.
Located Mobile Home
Village. Phone evenings
753 3895.
Clean, nice. 2 bedroom
mobile home. $90. single
occupancy
$95. double.
753 8216.
Nice 1 bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
489-2611.
Nice. cheap new furniture, central air, Shady
Oaks Mobile Home
Court. 753-5209.
Two bedroom furnished.
washer and
dryer, vacant in city.
Coleman Real Estate

Five miles east of
Murray. Tr -level brick.
approximately 3700sq.
ft. with central air with
heat pumps. 2 car
garage, den with wood
burning stove, 4 bed
room. 3 baths. stove.
refrigerator,
garbage
disposal,
dishwasher.
Before 2p.m. 753-0656
after 2p.m. 753-8943.
Five room house, large
kitchen.
cook stove,
utility room
bath. Near
Murray. Couple. Re'
ferences. Deposit. $150.
month. No pets.
753-7551.
Large unfurnished
house near University.
Ideal for 3 or 4 college
students. Call 753.2967
after 5p.m.
Three bedroom,
full
basement, garden spot.
Located in Murray. Call
753-3096.

36. For Rent or Lease
I need to lease some
ones dark fired tobacco
base. 759-1233.
Want to lease dark
fired, air cured burley
tobacco. 759-1751.

310"
41. Public Sale
Moving Sale. Furniture
toys,
record player.
fishing
tv,
books.
equipment tools. Other
miscellaneous items.
Everything must be
sold. Sat. only! March 6,
1982 I:a.m. until ??? 212
South 16th St. Murray.

43. Real Estate
assumable
Reduced,
loan 2 bedroom and
great room, extra kit
chen cabinets, garage.
fenced in yard, 2 years
old 838, 500. Owner call
753 8 46 9 or Shroat
Waldrop 759 1707.

45. Farms for Sale
53 Acres. Well,
pole
barn,
and ponds. 35
acres in permanent
pasture. On Cherry
Corner Road 7 I/7 miles
from Murray. $38000
753-3625.
South Graves Co. 170
acres more or less.
Phone 1-381-2716.

46. Homes for Sale

49. Used Cars

Lists $22,800
Now $15,900
753-7113

DAN MILLER'S
AUCTION SERVICE

Western Cedar 3
BR 2 bath home
with spacious living area and extremely functional
kitchen. Central
heat plus
economical wood
stove, extra room
for work and play;
triple garage with
outside storage,
PLUS 14 beautiful
acres, located on
paved road
Highway 444, ONLY 39,900 - come
make your offer!
Spann Realty
Associates, Inc.
75:1-7724

Local

nehronces. Call Hugh
Outland. 159-1718 or
753-8076.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading.
white rock gravet and
coal hauling. Call 7534545 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.
Free estimates. All
your electrical, plumbing, heating
air conditioning, painting and
insulating needs. Call
753-9673:

GENERAL
ROOFING CO.

is now booking sales. If you are planning
an auction or have items to sell call
Dan Miller 435-4144
Watch next Thursday's Ledger and Times
for a large Estate State Sale in Hazel, Kir._

641 AUCTION
Hwy. 641 N. Paris, Tn.
31342
Every Friday night at 6:30
glass, lomps,
bowl and pitcher sets, Seth Thomas Ctoek,
oak ice box, roll top desk, beds, ook
bookcase, rockers, oak dressers, chests,
wooden washing machines, Hoiser kitchen cabinet, lots more glassware and fur
niture.
Auctioneer

Lorry Boucum 646A
Shorty McBride 247

ROOFING

JAMES R. CASH

BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
References. All work
guarante•ii. Free
Estimates. Coll 75918590r 753-6581.

Mayfield 247-9897
Geo. Alangrom

SALE LOCATION From Pans, Tenn. Take Hwy.69A
Southeast 8 Miles to County Rd. Proceed East To Saki
Site, Near -The Springville Community" Follow The
Sale Signs'
TRACTORS
INC 1066, C. & A., 18.4x38 Dis., Du. Hyd., Ms., TA,
2003 Hrs
NC 1206,18.4x38 Dis., Du. Hyd.,9Vts.
IMF 175, NI., W. Frt, Wts.
AC-8 wCutto and Mower.
TRUCK
1977 Chevy, W2Speed,Gr. Bed & Hoist, Low Mileage
FIELD EQUIPMENT
Kewanee 1010 Hyd. Fold 19' Disc • INC 468 - 6 Row
Do At, Hyd. Fold willarrow • AC-6 Row No Till Planter
w/Monrtor • IHC 2350 Loader w/Bucket and Forks •
Bnlhon 12' Culti-Mulcher • IHC-ii Tine 3 Pt. Chisel
Plow • N.H. 467 Hay Bine • N.H. 268 Twine Baler
• N.H. 256 Rake • Gehl Mix-All Mal • TuMine 9'
Wheel Disc • Brillion 8' Cult-Packer • AC 6-Row No
Till Planter • IHC 4-Row 3 Pt. Cufti. • INC a' Drag
Disc. • Side Mt. Hay Loader • 3 Pt. Cyclone
Seeder • JD 630 Cult. • JD 4-Row Rotary Hoe •
JD 1103 Pt. Sprayer • Post Hole Digger • Sev. Hyd.
Cyls • 400 Gal. Saddle Tanks • Two 1000 Gal.
Water Tanks w/Racits • Pressure Washer • JD #8
Mower • JO 3x14" Plow • Misc Tools • Port. Concrete Mixer • Lg. Livestock Fan • Ten Port. Hog
Houses w/Sun Decks. Pens and Insl. Walls • Three
SO Bu. Hog Feeders • Two Cattle Creep Feeders •
60 Bu Hog Feeder • Hog Watering Tank wHeater
This is an Open Sale! Contact Randy Bomar 901593-5209-Curtis Bonier 901-593-3539.
TERMS: Strictly Cash, Cashier's Check or Approved Check! NO EXCEPTIONS!! BANK LETTERS
Ares Must GUARANTEEING PAYMENT Of CHECKS
From All Unknown Buyers!!
REGARDLESS OF WEATHER.
Tenn. Lic. No. 930

THE AUCTIONEEK
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
502 623-84660. 502 623-6939
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES

Jewelry Show
14 Kt. Gold

Diamond

Earrings

Earrings

Reg. $40.00

Reg. $75.00

kik

$1

95

Gold
Chains
14 and 18 Ct.

$2995 1/2 Price

Ladies Solitaire Ring
20.be.$12,500

5495

Sale Price $

All

Golt_
Leaves

Stone
Rings

24 Ct.

/2

$29

Diamond
Rings

1/2

Price

Large Selection

Ws Will Also
Buy Scrap
Colt& Silv_ej

Price
t

•••••=1.

This week, quilts, depression

AUCTION
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1982
10:00 AM.-RAIN OR SHINE
CURTIS & RANDY BOMAR-OWNERS
PARIS, TENNESSEE

11 types of roofing.

hiagles sad Not Iii
p.

Purdont's
Okiumbils

GARAGE
SALE

Photographs re
produced old-or new. No
negatives required, any
size. Call 753-8809.
Professional painting.
paperhanging,
corn
mercial,
residential
farm
interior-exterior,
Tree Work. Topping,
estimates.
buildings.
and taking Tremon Farris 759-1987.
trimming
down. 436 2172
Thirty one years ex
Tree trimming and perience. Carpenter removal. Hedges and building.
remodeling,
shrubs. Firewood. 753- and repairing annex on
5476.
•
home and trdiler. 136Wet basement? We 2253.
make wet basements
work completely 55. Feed and Seed
dry,
guaranteed. Call or
write: Morgan Con- Mixed Timothy and Red
struction Co. Rt. 2 Box Clover hay. Regular
Ky. bales. 489-2180.
409 A Paducah,
42001 or call 442-7026.
Will do shingle roofs. 56. Free Column
Reasonable rates. Call Black and white male
437-4924.
kitten. Has been de
Will sharpen hand saws
clawed, had all shots 7
chain saws and skill months old. 753-9506
saws. call 753-4656.
after 6p.m.

Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Horses Boarded. Reasonable rates. 2 miles
from Murray. City water. Call 753-3010.
If you own your land I
can help you have a
home built and financed
at 10 percent A.P.R.
Call 436-5582.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
leaving only
ground,
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Need work on- your
trees? Topping,
pruning, shaping complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-8536.

Need s second opimien?

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
plumbing
concrete,
roofing,
sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359. nights 47.4.2276.

Alsoilos Streit.. Ce.
Ammo al ritel silitg,
testis trio "work.
lehrewts. Call Will El
bitty. /53-8EN.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 753 1873.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es•
timates call 753-2310.
CARPENTER SER
VICE.. New homes,
additions,
custom kitchens, all remodeling.
Hawley Bucy 492- 8120.
Chimney Sweep.
Chimney cleaned this
year? If not you may
have a fire hazard. Call
767-4786 or 767 4779.
Concrete. block. brick.
21 years experience. No
job to large or small.
Free estimates. Call
753-5476.
Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
out how inexpensive it
can be done, with deep
steam cleaning. Call
Jeff 753-0015

1981 Signature
Series, 2 door
Lincoln, Town
Car. Loaded, 22 52. Boats-Motors
lift. John boat with
MPG, Electronic trailer,
trolling
seats
motor,
25hp Johnson
fuel injection, motor,
2 gas tanks. Call
Special Over- 753-1596.
drive.
53. Services Offered

3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout,
2
baths
large living
room and den. 2 car
37. Livestock-Supplies
garage with large stor
For sale, if registered age room. Call 489-2145
or 753-2493.
Polled Hereford Bulls
$650. and up. Phone House on 2 lots near
(901) 642-8544 days or lake at Pine Bluff
Shores. Completely
(901) 642-7482 nights.
furnished. Efficiency
38. Pets-Supplies
kitchen,
breakfast
_
nook large sun deck off
AKC Bassett Hound
living room. Spiral 1975 Toyota Corolla.
puppies Championship
good shape.
stairs to upstairs bed- Loaded.
bloodlines. Call
room and front sun $1950. Call 753-3435 after
489-2599.
deck. In the cool of the 4p.M.
Free to good home. evening sit on the sun
1978 Oldsmobile ReBlack Labrador Re- deck and watch the deer
gency diesel. White and
1 year and listen to the whip-otreiver. Female
red, 28 highway miles
old spayed. All shots,
wills. Park your boat loaded extras clean,
gentle. good with chil- under sun deck at night.
low mileage. Call 136dren. Call 753-3230.
Price reduced to 2682 after 5p.m.
Siberian Husky puppy. 5 $17. 500. for quick sale.
1978 Trans Am. White
months old,
Shown by appointment with silver Edition
female,
has had all shots, house only. 753-5791 759-1074.
eagles. Red velour inbroken. 753-9506 after On the lake in Pine
terior with captains
6p.m.
Bluff. 2 bedroom with seats, t-tops cruise.
WANTED: home outs- garage and dock. $47
factory air,
electric
ide of town for large 1 500.4345 2102.
windows, electric door
year old female dog. Underground house locks tilt wheel. AM
Has been spayed and all 1800sq. ft. Heat for 79 FM stereo gold wheels
shots up to date. Call cents a day. 45 V2 aceallIf1ll1_111 qualifier
after 3:30 753-8002 or on Hwy 145 in Southern, raffia's. Mechanically
come and see her at 1305 Illinois. 618-949-3898.
sound.
as. 300 miles.
Kirkwood Dr.
$5800 firm. Call 8-5 at
47. Motorcycles
after 5p.m.
753-0333
39. Poultry-Supplies
753-4016.
1975 Honda motorcycle
50 White rock hens 8 400 CC. 4 cylinder, 5000 1979 Fairmont Station
laying miles.
months old,
$950. Call Wagon. Loaded. $1000
good. 5 ducks. 753.7554.
Call 753-7614.
753-4614.
1975 Honda 250 XL. 1980 Chevrolet Caprice.
41. Public Sale
Good condition,
only Local car, 1 owner. low
mileage. 753-2725.
Garage Sale 1412 7000 miles, Call 436-5830.
1976 MT 125 Honda.
Dudley March 5 and 6.
Fri. and Sit. Open at Good condition. $323.
1981 Cutlass
7a.m. Boys and girls 753-4763.
furniture,
clothing,
1979 Yamaha 173. Call
Irreglism 10,000
household items
adult_AM 2813.
new.
clothing, 1 large piecoof--. 1980 1100 Yamaha. 9000
carpet.
gold
lamps.
miles with accessories.
437-4257.
1980 Yamaha 3-wheeler,
1981 Yamaha Champ.
Both for $750. 753.7189.
Cadillac
1980 Yamaha 850 fully
dressed. Low mileage.
Spoils:mid by Carter
very clean. Asking
1406W. Mein
School PTA will
$2950. Call 527-7616 be753-5315
held I Carter School tween 9-5. 354-8610 after
Gym oa 13th Street. 7p.m.
MR 250 trail bike. $3.50. GOVERNMENT SURFriday 3:30 p.m.PLUS CARS AND
Call
759-1813
7:30 p.m. Saturday
TRUCKS many sold
1:00 sm. • 4:00 Suzuki TS 185 $275. through local sales,
753-3229
under $300. Call 1-714p.m.
569 0241 for your direc
H. Auto Services
tory on how to purImport Auto Salvage chase. Open 2/ hours.
Moving Sale- couch, 2 new
and used parts.
exercise 171
recliners,
50. Used Trucks
2325.
i
k
e
b
table, lots Of odds and Over 50 rebuilt auto- 1973 Dodge pickup:T81U
ends. New Providence matic transmissions in condition,
good fuel
Sat.,
March 6. For stock. 90 day un
truck. Call 135-4507
information call 753- conditional warranty. after 6p.m.
Reynolds Trans
3847 or 753-8786.
missions Hwy 69 North Jeeps- Government
Surplus listed for $3. 196.
Paris,
Tn. 901 642.2572.
Estate
Real
43.
sold for $4400. For
information call 312 93149. Used Cars
Ponies & Thermo.
1961 Ext. 1774.
laseroace
Special truck for a
1974 Hornet Stationwaspecial person. 1960
Reid Estate
gon. Runs good.
body Chevy pickup. ExcelCourt
Sq.
Soptliside
poor. $400. 753-0015. lent condition. 753-5561.
Murray, Ileatecky
1975 Buick Electra.
Good condition. 47. on 1963 Dodge dump truck.
753-4451
136-5498.
actual miles local car
41-4960 after 5p.m. or 1965 Chevy pickup 6
sVIllider. Call after
753-3161 during the day.
Strout. 1975 Mercury Comet Sp.m 753-7414.
power 1972 Toyota pickup.
Automatic,
Refrity
New paint, rebuilt mosteering
air. Good
condition. $1450. Call tor, white spoke wheels
and new tires. $1500.
753-8121.
Office Coast ts Coast
Phone 753-2913.
Serifs fres Iverysibere
Reliable Service Slue 1900
1912 CeNwirter 1'81
Limy, Restocks 121171
(SO2) 753-1186
Asytine
101 L.111811011
treker
•
Liteiseed & Bonded

REAL ESTATE

53. Services Offered

SO. Used Trucks

1970 Buick La Sabra
1960 Chevy pickup. Ex
Runs good and can be cellent condition
753
used for parts
Call 5561
436 5830
1976 Chevrolet /
3
4 ton
1973 Toyota 4 door
wheel drive. $1700.
wagon. Only 3000 miles 759
1843.
since re built engine 26
1977 F250, 4x4. New
miles per gallon
front end, transfer case
Automatic transm is
rebuilt. Call 759-9911
Sion. 436-2146.
from 8a.m.-12a.m.
1974 AMC Matador $200
Mon.-Fri.
or best offer. 1973 AMC
1 9 8 0 Ford V an
wagon needs motor $50
1966 318 Dodge motor customized for camp•
ing. 759 1359 daytime.
and transmission
elec
Inc fuel pump. 1951 759 4577 night
ton truck. Wood 51. Campers
GMC
for sale. Call 753-8649.
11 /
1
2ft. cab over self
1974 Fiat SW. 4 speed,
AM -FM stereo,
low contained slide in cammiles. May be seen at per. Refrigerator and
furnace. Good condi201 S. 7111,
tion. Sleeps 4. 759-4501
after 5p.m.
1977 23ft. Midas
camper -trailer. Air
conditioned and all the
extras 489-2101

V

Gents
Rings

/2

Price

One Week Only

Goldi Silver
Wholesale Jewelers Inc.

* S
4106

Mon. thru Sat. 9-9
Sun. 10-6

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

753-7113

••••••"T
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10131TUARIES Bid rig probe expanded
Mrs. Rogers'

The Justice Depart- above $200,000. Prison
Associated Press Writer
ment's antitrust division sentences, avt. dgitig
WASHINGTON (AP) The Justice Department has brought 131 criminal months, have been given
pursuit of highway cases in 10 states against to 78 executives.
The largest fine, $2
builders who rig bids, 119 corporations and 147
already the largest of their executives. Some million, was imposed last
criminal antitrust in- of those firms and in- month on Missouri Valley
vestigation in U.S. dividuals were charged Construction Co. of
Grand Island, Neb., after
history, is being expand- more than once.
In addition, Sheehan it pleaded guilty to bided into five new states.
Federal grand juries said grand juries have rigging on two Nebraska
now are operating in 18 been weighing cases for highway projects in 1979states, department some time in Kentucky, E0.
Ashland-Warren Inc.,
spokesman Mark T. Arkansas and one other
Sheehan said Wednesday. state, which has never based in Atlanta, has
been charged more than
That includes new been publicly identified.
other corporation. It
s
any
corporation
ons
70
far,
So
grand jury investigati
begun in Iowa, Maryland and 99 executives have has been assessed $1.5
and Oklahoma since pleaded guilty. Eight million in fines on three
December, he said. other corporations and 13 guilty pleas in Virginia,
Sheehan declined to iden- individuals have been including one involving
tify the two other new convicted at trial. Four Richmond's Byrd Interstates, but government corporations and four in- national Airport. The
sources who asked not to dividuals were allowed company is awaiting trial
be identified said they are by judges to plead no con- on four indictments in
New Hampshire and Pen- test — over the objections Tennessee and three in
of the Justice Depart- North Carolina.
nsylvania.
The investigation
The investigation was ment.
Only one corporation began when an Illinois
started three years ago in
Tennessee and has con- and three executives contractor, under quescentrated in Southeastern have been acquitted in tioning in a different
case, suggested looking
states, where some trials.
Thirty-five corpora- at Tennessee bidding
highway departments
have had trouble finding tions and 27 individuals practices and when the
builders because virtual- are awaiting trial. And Federal Aviation Adly all major contractors one indictment against a ministration reported
have been at least tem- Tennessee executive was that bids for paving at the
porarily barred from bid- dropped in return for his Byrd airport appeared
ding as a result of the pro- agreement to plead guilty suspicious.
Department officials
to two others.
be.
they have found that
defensay
the
35
Basically,
Between 30 and
department lawyers are dants have been charged most state schemes
at work on th* project, with violating the anti- followed the pattern
which has produced new price-fixing provisions of described in Tennessee
statistical techniques for the Sherman Antitrust trials: Contractors would
identifying patterns of Act, which carries a max- gather in a hotel in
imum penalty of a 81 Nashville, the state
collusive bids.
Felony charges were million fine per count for capitol, the night before._
brought against builders corporations and three bids were due. During an
who conspired to rig their yearn_ in prison and a evening of parties, they
bids as a way to deter- $100,000 fine for in- would agree on who
mine in advance which dividuals. There also would submit the low bid
would get state highway have been charges of and how much the others
and airport construction mail fraud and false would overbid. Some
contracts as their turn declarations to a grand would simply wait their
came up. The schemes jury or to a state agency. turn to be low bidder;
More than $18.8 million others Would make
drove up the cost of
highway projects, but no in fines have been impos- payoffs to their comone can say how much. - - ed; with the -- average petitors.

rites Friday
Services for Mrs.
Jeanette Miller Rogers,
44, St. Marys, Ohio, will
be Friday- at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of J. H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr.
Jerrell White will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Gary Taylor, David
Taylor, Mike Miller, Danny Maynard, Gary
Rogers and Johnny
Underwood. Burial will
follow in South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call from
4 to 9 p.m. today at
funeral home.

Nuke activist
will not
drop charges

NEWARK, N.J. (AP)
- A pro-nuclear activist
says she won't drop
charges that Henry Kissinger's wife tried to choke
her after she asked the
ex-diplomat an insulting
question, because people
should confront Kissinger
whenever possible.
Ellen L. Kaplan, 29, a
member of a group affiliated with rightist
"politician Lyndon
LaRouche, said Wednesday she didn't realize the
former secretary of state
was about to undergo
heart surgery when she
encountered Kissinger
and his wife at Newark
International Airport.
"But that does not
make me sympathetic
toward Mrs. Kissinger
and I will not drop my
charges because she
might have been upset,"
said Ms. Kaplan, contacted in Denver, where
she was handing out
literature at Stapleton International Airport.
"I know Kissinger is
DENVER (AP) — A Calder said, pointing to
out of office but he is very young woman who claims the tall blond woman.
influential with his ties to she was disabled by toxic "You'll see ( her pro(Secretary of State) Alex- shock syndrome is really blems) in every young
ander Haig and the only suffering the pro- person taking the giant
Rockefeller family," she blems experienced by step from adolescence to
_said. "People should con- every teen-ager "taking maturity."
front him if they see the giant step from
Formerly a top high
him."
adolescence to maturi- school student and presiMunicipal Judge ty," the maker of Rely dent of her class, Miss
Robert B. Brennan set a tampons maintains.
Lampshire is now close to
tentative trial date of
"I sometimes feel that flunking accounting and
May 26 after withdrawing things would have been so remedial math at the
a warrant for Nancy much better if I died," 18- University of Denver,
Kissinger's arrest. He year-old Deletha Dawn where she is a freshman.
signed the warrant after Lampshire said Wednes"My feeling is that I
she failed to appear in day on the first day of can't handle things —
court Tuesday to answer
--testimony in her $25 school ,a_r friends.
the assault charges.
million suit against Pro- Everything is frustrating
Brennan said he cter & Gamble. She was now," Miss Lampshire
vacated the 'arrest order to return to the stand to- told the four-woman, sixafter attorneys for Mrs. day.
man U.S. District Court
Kissinger appeared and
Io opening arguments jury. -Now I just want to
entered an innocent plea.
earlier Wednesday, Pro- lay around and do
The complaint says cter & Gamble attorney nothing.
Mrs. Kissinger "caused Tom Calder said Miss
"I'm saying this
bodily injury by grabbing Lampshire never con- drastic a change happenthe complaining witness tracted toxic shock syn- ed to me in a week," she
by the throat and trying drome, a rare and added, referring to a 10to choke her" during an sometimes fatal disease day illness in May 1980
encounter at Newark air- linked to tampon use. she contends was trigport on Feb. 7.
Calder also said the com- gered by her use of the
pany's Rely tampon was Rely tampon.
Her lawyer, Jon
in "no way" responsible
for Miss Lampshire's Kidneigh, also alleges the
G41
Industrial Average
company did not adeproblems.
3:.-,-•
Air Products
"This is a normal, quately test Rely before
4 kk
/
21
Amencan Motors
4
/
231
Ashland
healthy young woman," marketing the tampon, a
4
1
/
4
/
SS1
American Telephone
claim rejected by Calder
Sane
Chrysler

Senators to determine
verdict on Williams

MURRAY HIGH CHESS TOURNAMENT WINNERS — Tung Dinh, left, is the Murray High Chess
Champion for the second year in a row. Pictured
left to right, Samir Mahfoud, runner-up, Joey
Ashby, third place, Lenny Hardy and Rob Welch,
tied for fourth.

Former hostage speaks

P&G comments on toxic shock case

Stock market

Dupont
Ford
GAF
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
......... ...
Goodyear
Golf Oil
Heubleim
I M
Jerico
K mart
Penwell
Quaker Oats
Teases
U S Tobacco
Wendy's

Hog market

Bet. +4s
V+ one
4
/
1211
31934 •
4
/
lain -1
4 anc
/
191
4
1
+/

.

4 AS
/
351
St% tot
A
B
%
4 uric
/
241
30
43,i am
I)',
13 77

(F F Fund

Federal-State Market News Service March
4. 1912
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes Buying Stations
Receipts Act 747 Est 104 Barrows Gilts
SO higher Sows uneven under kid
steady to I 50 lower over iltia
.
stances 1 .911 higher
.11.25411.75
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
l47.-4135
US 2 WA-2101W.
US 2 210-261
$46 79-17.75
US 2-3 22441991a.
Sows
437 91-311.58
US 1-2 27•410iL
13*41-41.41
US 1-3 7/64111/1M.
$49.1119•43.511
US 1-3 4**11611.
MAMA.S• few ea
US 1-3 ka9411111k.
$37 4148.110
US 2-3 SHM101„,..—.,
Boars zi.

in his opening'remarks.
Each side intends to bring in doctors and
medical experts to
4gstify. Kidneigh says be
- will show materials in the
Rely tampons "fed" the
bacterium scientists say
causes toxic shock.
In a sampling of the
technical detail expected
in the weeks to follow in
the trial, Miss Lampshire
pulled apart a Rely tampon to show jurors the
super-absorbent parts
she says led her to first
try Rely.
Procter & Gamble's
advertising attracted her
because it was aimed at
"the very active, very
modern woman," she
said. After describing the
sponges and cellulose
chips inside the tampon
that absorb fluids, Miss
Lampshire said the ads
"really convinced me
they-woildbe
Her suit seeks $5
million in compensatory
damages and $20 million
in exemplary damages
and is the first of more
than 200 against the giant
Cincinnati -based
manufacturer to come to
trial.

WINTER SUPER SAVER

Chipper

NEWPORT, KY. (AP)
— Former hostage Col.
Leland Holland says he
used prayer, physical exercise and spite toward
his captors to save his
wits during his ordeal in
Iran.
Holland, speaking to
Newport Catholic High
School students Wednesday, said he felt he won
his struggle with his captors.
"They're still stuck
there," he said.
The 54-year-old Pentagon Army intelligence
officer said he still has a
rosary sent by an
unknown American. The
rosary strengthened a
faith which he said could
have carried him on indefinitely.
"If you were an atheist
before, you'd have been
praying by the second
day,"- he said of his time
iiiiolitary confinement.
His rosary was taken
from him once, but when

the Iranians discovered
he could keep track of
prayers on his fingers
and didn't need it, they
gave it back, he said.
Holland has three
children living in Cincinnati. An Illinois native,
the former paratrooper
and combat Mantryman
said he feels the country's
leadership did its best
during the crisis.
Although he said the
Carter administration
made some wrong
moves, he believes the illfated rescue attempt was
a good plan and would
have worked if omething
hadn't gone wrong with
the helicopters.
Holland said the crisis
unified the country. "This
country has been turned
completely around."
When he left, many
military men didn't know
the Pledge of Allegiance,
but now "every little kid
knows it by heart," he
said.

SAVE— SAVE—SAVE

SAVE

WASHINGTON AP — Democrat had agreed to
A somber Senate is trying take a bribe "feathering
to decide whether Har- his nest at the expense of
rison A. Williams Jr. the public."
Censuring Williams
should be expelled for his
Abscam offenses or given rather than expelling him
a lesser penalty because would be tantamount to
he was the victim of a putting "the Senate
runaway FBI campaign stamp of approval on con-to destroy albod man." duct which we all know
In an extraordinary deep inside, to be
session with Vice Presi- wrong," Heflin said.
"We would be telling
dent George Bush
presiding, the Senate the American public,
began debate Wednesday 'Yes, the Senate is a club.
on whether the New No, we will not expel one
Jersey Democrat should of the members of the
become the first senator club for blatant conflicts
to be expelled since the of interest, for bribery,
_ _
-for accepting an illegal
Civil War.
Votes on what kind of gratuity, for failing to
discipline should be im- report an attempted
posed likely will begin bribe."
For nearly three hours,
Monday. Williams, who
heard some of his col- Heflin, vice chairman of
leagues take to the Senate the Ethics Committee
floor Wednesday to call which unanimously
for his ouster, was recommended Williams'
scheduled to speak in his expulsion, spelled out in
detail the case against
own defense today.
Although the outcome the 23-year Senate
is not certain, some veteran.
Taking Williams' own
senators are saying
privately the case against words from FBI
Williams is so strong that videotapes made of
expulsion seems ex- meetings in which he participated, Heflin said it
tremely likely.
Sen. Alan Cranston, the all added up to proof that
Senate's No. 2 Democrat, Williams agreed, promisis leading an effort to cen- ed and pledged "to abuse
sure rather than expel his office, his public trust,
Williams because of for which, he must be exalleged "abuse of power" pelled."
Williams, 62, has been
by the FBI.
The opening arguments convicted and sentenced
against Williams were to three years in prison on
delivered in the sonorous charges that he accepted
southern voice of Sen. part ownership in a minHowell Heflin, a bear-like ing venture in exchange
former chief justice of the for a willingness to use
Alabama Supreme Court, his position to benefit the
who said his fellow enterprise.

/
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Ft( BYRON'S

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

753-2380

VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION S

Dexatrim
Extra Strength
20 Capsules

6 oz.
bay AA,frivhava",A.AA

Can Easily
z- We
Aqua- 1
Transfer Your
Fresh 4*Refill Prescription
Toothpastei
$1 29,..jr

6.4 oz.

Johnson's

To Byron's
Discount
Pharmacy

Avv*.v.vw\vvv%rw

WI viry^/

Metamucil
Natural Fiber Laxative

4.

'Waxed
•Unwaxed

New!
Finesse
Conditioner

Farmowners
Shield for you too
With

Trial Size

Jim Fain's

-----ir----Captain D's

MI 11

!
.

Chipper.2 for $3.99

Wtfh eocti CNpper you get
1 • 2 pieces ol reh Seer
111 • Creomy colt, skr.v
•• Crisp french lees
.
• 2 Soulhern sty%
. hush puppies

*Soft
*medium

Offer good thru Mar. 6th

cre oz.von Der cusicrner
MI=EN Ell MI OM MN Me =UN =I OM MII IIIM

Reach or
Reach Plus

Captain D's

Next To
Lyons Electri

753-0632
-
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seafood fi hamburgers
...like you like it!
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